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BONUS BILL SWEEPS THROUGH IS A STARTLING REVERSAL
Of Maine With Majority To The New Deal
NEW YEARS IN FRISCO
Tuesday 
Issue
advance: single coplea three cente. Announces Substantial Weekend
rate* baaed upon circula­tion aad very reasonable j
__ NEWSPAPER HI8TOBT ---------
in 1M« In * 074 ^the* Courier wu^itab- A new ‘week-end1 rate which in­
to substantlal reductions on out-
»h-IT?ih«».,nJSM ch*n«*<i lu MM to of-town calls went into effect at 7 
March 17. >g»7 “* paper* consolidated o'clock last Saturday night according
—1-------== to an announcement made by
* * ♦ — — Manager T. C. Stone.
Charlie Lawry Gives Us Another Entertaining 
Picture Of Life In California
Senate Votes For the Measure 74 To 16—White The Literary Digest Poll Shows Strong Aversion
♦ Hspplneas Is where we find it. 
••• but very rarely where we seek It. 
••• —J. Petit-Penn.
UNEMPLOYED ACTORS
Schedules recently filed by the 
company, and approved by public 
~. authorities, extend the present low' 
It night rate on calls by number so that i 
they apply from 7 p. m. Saturday to 
4:30 a. m , on the following Monday.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
To celebrate the New Year, a friend
called for me about 8:30 on the holi­
day eve. and started forth to show 
j me about the city. My escort, know- 
' lng my weakness for bowling alleys, 
took me to one of the finest I ever
though there were thousands of 
celebraters we saw no evidence of 
too much firewater. At midnight, 
the crowd went wild! The police were 
helpless—It was Indeed a sight long 
to be remembered.
The University of California at 
Berkeley has been on my calling list,saw, but alas, the balls were larger
Customers thus will receive the ad- Jban ^ose which guard the GAR,. and I recently made a trip through 
an under-river tube to Alameda. At''°ret-T* v2,tR^d Pr°J* I vantage of these low rate! over S^- i ‘Ot ““ CoUrt House °" Limer<x* and
o visit the CCC Camps j day. Union streets at home. There were
The first , Said Manager Stone "This reduc- ' 12 alleySl on No' 1 of which were
fir. Maine troup of unem- Uon wU, of particular in[erest tQ | pins that reminded me of pygmies
residential customers of the company and sma11 balls were used on them 
who enjoy social chats with distant large pins are up by * 
friends. Together with the newly
announced night and Sunday rates!
­
ployed gtaje artists and performers, 
at embled under a WPA prcject, is 
ready to take the read.
For the next feur months more than 
30 performers will present vaudeville 
entertainment to WPA work camps, 
CCC camps and possibly hospitals 
and State institutions. Their first en­
gagement was scheduled for next 
Wednesday night at the Federal camp 
at Oray.
The troup. under the direction of 
Albert L Hickev of Portland, includes
on calls to a particular person, whiqh 
became effective last Wednesday, a 
saving of more than $100,000.00 an­
nually will come to customers of the 
New England Telephone 4 Telegraph 
Company. The greatest reductions 
will apply on the more distant calls. 
On calls by number, reductions apply 
on calls of 30c or more. On parti-
machine. I did not roll the small 
ones on the midget pins, as I did not 
care to kill any of the pin boys on 
New Years eve. Neither did I roll the 
large balls, as I still have memories 
of Kennedy's alleys where I caught 
my thumb in one.
We remained here about two hours 
and then went to Market street, 
called the hot spot of New Year Eve 
celebrations. To describe it, one
the airport we found we were 20 
minutes too late to see the China clip­
per take off, but afterward learned 
that it had been delayed in start­
ing, having hit an object in the bay. 
To my best knowledge It has not left 
yet. I have enjoyed a 30-mlnute sail 
across the bay from San Francisco 
and also a half-hour water trip to 
Sansalito. crossing the stretch in 
ferry capable of carrying 80 cars.
Ross San Rafael. San Anselmo and 
Kentfield came in for visits and at 
the former place I saw oranges on 
the trees and also dried figs. San 
Rafael boasts many beautiful build-• fo-^New Xr^controvXtaJt*™"! CUlar Party CaUs' reductions aPP‘V on ^°Uk* !° °n for pages' but 10 ** brief ' Ings of the Spanish type with tile 
I Io. New Yorks controversial status of ________ , try to picture eight Dersons abreast ____ _____ ..._______________ ,
"Civic Virtue” in a strong man act.
Performers provide their own musi­
cal instruments and costumes, while 
stage scenery was made by women in 
a Federal sewing prcject.
AU camo= where the treup will ap­
pear have recreation halls and stages 
No admission will be charged
All the troup members are profes­
sional. about one-third of them wom­
en. Amateurs were barred
Caution to pedestrians: 
the left side of the road!
Walk on
DRUM CORPS
MEETS TONIGHT
AT 7.30
AU .Members Urged To Be Present
calls of 55c or more.
"Reductions on certain specific 
rates are as follows: the former Sun­
day rate on a call by number from 
Rockland to Portland was 55c. Under 
the new schedule this drops to 30c. 
Rockland to Boston was 95c; It Is now 
50c. Rockland to Lewiston was 50c, 
now 25c Rockland to Calais was 85c. 
now 45c.
"A comparison of rates on parti­
cular person calls shows the follow­
ing reductions A call from Rockland 
to Boston was $105. The new night 
rate, on calls of this type, is 85c. 
Rockland to Houlton was $120, now 
It is $85. A particular person call 
from Rockland to New York City has 
been $2.05. Now between 7 p. m. and 
4:30 a. m., this rate is $1.35—adv.
tr t i t r i t p r r t 
for over one mile on the sidewalks, 
cross streets closed, and every kind 
of nolsemaker imaginable. Confetti 
being thrown and coming from some 
of the skyscrapers looked like snow 
and was over an inch thick. Every 
kind of motor vehicle was in evidence 
as was the "one-horse shay.” Several 
horses were also participating In the 
, festivities.
One Model T. vintage unknown, 
had two kerosene lights in the rear 
rubber bulb hand horn.straight mud 
guards on the rear, and boiling. The 
operator accidentallyistalled it in the 
middle of the street. To those who' 
have tried to push one. I can clear­
ly describe it (ask Nilo, he knows).! 
I am told a Packard Is more easily 
towed than the old Model T. In the 
midst of all should come a false fire 
alarm, and to see the hook and lad
A soldiers' bonus bill, calling ter 
payment of full 1945 maturity value 
in $50 bonds was shoved to within a 
step of the White House yesterday as 
the Senate passed It alcng to a re­
ceptive Hou;e 74 to 16.
The majority rolled up for the 
Democratic-Republican, two billion 
dollar proposal was easily more lhan 
enough to oass It over a veto. The 
House already has approved immedi­
ate payment bv an even greater ma­
jority—356 to 59—but without specify­
ing the payment method Some ob­
servers predicted a veto, but even 
Democratic leaders said it would be 
overridden
Speaker Byrns said the "baby bond" 
bill will be taken up In the House 
Wednesday, allowing members a day's 
notice. Bonus leaders predicted 
House acceptance of the Senate sub­
stitute by an overwhelming ballot.
Nine Democratic Senators and 
•even Republicans voted against the 
passage of the bonus bill yesterday 
The Maine delegation was divided,
£
Mens Pants. $1 00 pair Haskell & 
j Corthell's Dollar Sale. Camden —adv. der truck turn in the crowd and get 
round a street car reminded me of my
GRAND SKATING CARNIVAL
COMMUNITY PARK, TUESDAY, JAN. 21
7.6$ TO 9.00 P. M.
Skating Events For Young and Old
Giant Bonfire, Snappy Music
ADMISSION 15 CENTS
old friend. Fred Cheyne and our own 
ladder truck, except that it was twice 
as long, with O B. Brown steering 
the rear end with a large wheel. No 
reflections on the Rockland depart­
ment, for it is one of the best.
We visited all the large hotels, and
NOTICE!
All persons who have not paid their 1935 
Poll Tax and are operating an automobile will 
be checked up by the Augusta records this 
week.
t. e. McInnis.
Rockland Tax Collector.
SIM’S LUNCH
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP. /> w 
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- - J 5 C
(Swifta Beat Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)
Here... price tickets
I
that talk a language 
after-Xmas purses 
can understand
JANUARY SPECIAL!
DECKLE EDGE VELLUM 
PRINTED STATIONERY
100 SHEETS 
100 ENVELOPES
A $2 Value for $1
Postage 10c Extra
It's time to stock up on this fine Deckled Edge 
writing paper. Many people buy from six to a 
dozen boxes in this Sale because they know 
that plain paper of this quality—without any- 
printing—costs far more $han this Special 
January price. ,
TWO SIZES:
(1) Large Bifold Sheet. 6'axlO'i 
with Wallet Flap Envelopes
(2) Small Double Sheets, 7x4'4 with 
Pointed Flap Envelopes.
Either size furnished with Name and Address.
Blue ink. on the Sheets and Envelopes, or 
Raised Monogram on Sheets, printed in green 
red or blue Ink, Envelopes Plain.
Also many other styles to choose from.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Everyone feels like taking a rest 
after the holidays . . , and that 
applies to both persons and purses. 
There's only one way to wake up 
both into going places and that 
is price . . . low prices (hat are too 
ittractivc to say “No” to.
Here they arc at Gregory's ... so 
if you have a need for an article, 
there is no need in waiting or go­
ing without it.
Gregory’s O’ccats 
$20, $25
Gregory’s Suits 
$20, $25
New Shirts, ~~ $1.65
6> ♦ ♦ ♦
GREGORY'S
416 MAIN 8T., ROCKLAND, ME.
, I More than three of every five vot- , 
ers arc opposed to the New Deal ac-
' cording to the final report of The 
Literary Digest's nationwide poll.
A grand total of 1.907.681 ballots 
I was received of which 37.34 percent 
!1 voted "yes” and 62.66 percent voted J 
I “no" in answer to the question:
[ "Do you now approve the acts and
policies of the Roosevelt 'New Deal'.
Senator White of Maine, who voted 
for the bonus bill yesterday
Hale voting against 
I White for it.
the bonus and
roots. Palm trees border the road­
ways. Mount Tamalpais reared Its 
tip through clouds, and by craning 
my neck I could see the peak. Many- 
fine homes are built on the hillsides 
here.
The rainy season has arrived and 
of the past seven days, six have been 
plenty damp. The average winter 
temperature is 51 degrees, and sum­
mer, 59. There are about 280 sun­
shiny days, rainfall being confined to 
six weeks beginning the end of De­
cember. The coolest months are 
January, February’. July and August.
In my previous letter I said there 
were 100 churches, but I now make 
It 250. Of the 321 miles of street car 
I tracks the greater part of them are 
on the streets I drive. There are 
492 miles of paved streets and one 
electric bus line which has a double 
j trolley to enable it to come in to the 
curb.
| The public library here could en­
tertain one for days. It was built at 
a cost of SI.152.000 and has nine 
branches representing $45,000 each.
The collection of books number 
280,000 volumes and circulates for 
home use. 1.600.000 annually. The 
building is 190x306 feet, three stories 
high, with an exterior of granite. The
' Juvenile and newspaper departments I 
are on the first floor. The main read-i
; lng room, on the second floor, is 36x- 
I 195 and has a capacity of 
1 volumes The reference room, for circles around the Hebron Reserves J • di<,d « he would have wished in j
use of students, measures 30x100 and Saturday in a very exciting hockey I ’ ‘he 9uict of his Norfolk country j
can hold 15.000 volumes. In the main same played in the Hebron Arena I turrounded by members
I stock room can be placed 500.000 There were thrills and spills that kept ! of his family. His ‘ucressor. Ed-
| books with opportunity for enlarge- the large crowd on Its toes during ’ ward v,n- flew London today,
ment. Inscribed In the main stair the whole game. , I a,,d *'■» proclaimed sovereign.
( case arc many mottoes. Here is one 
’ which impressed me. "Handle a book 
as a bee does a flower; extract its 
sweets, but do not injure it."
The City Hall, located in the Civic 
Center, can be easily detected by its 
lofty, graceful dome, 110 feet in 
diameter and 300 feet high. This 
building cost $4,000,000 to build. The 
medallions in the pendatives of the 
dome represent Liberty, Equality,
Learning and Strength. It Is of 
j granite construction. The Opera 
House will be described in a subse­
quent letter.
Charles M. Lawry 
San Francisco. Jan. 17
MORAN ASKS THIRD TERM
His Primary Papers Are In Circulation; Also 
Some Of His Enemies
Faying no heed to the ominou'; city bOss evidently appeals to the 
aounds made by the political buzz- Lewiston mavor more thrfn rattling 
aaw, Representative E C Moran. Jr. j arcund in the sabots of a statesman, 
has concluded to seek a third term in j so he is seeking another term In City 
Congress, and Ills primary petitions Hall.
were being circulated yesterday j There has also been talk that Oov
He is probably encouraged in his ( Brann might run for Congress, which 
Ajax stunt by the inability of his he seems to like better than he do-s 
Democratic opponents to find some- some Congressmen, but maybe they 
body who would cross swords with played "postofflco" at that recent 
him in the primaries. The anti-Mo- Washington conference klsed and 
rans had son of pinned their hopes on made up.
Mayor Wiseman of Lewiston, who ( There are five Republican candi- 
llkes Carl Moran Just the same as a dates in the field, with Androscoggin 
farmer likes rattlegrass. but being a still coaxing Dana Williams to run
ROCKLAND WON IT r THE KING IS DEAD
With Sam Glover Starring I
Our boys Blank the • Kin< Gcor<*‘ V d^ the
Hebron Reserves royal ln
_____  | England at 11.55 I London timei
Showing a great improvement after | '*‘4 night, after an illness of 
having lost Its first game to Bowdoin. j four 8ajrs. T?ie despatches 
25.000 | Ccach Howe Olover's pucksters skated j this morning say that the ruler
•MR. WALLACE FLOUNDERS
And Is Taken To Task By a News­
paper in the Com Belt
(Omaha. Neb.. Keynoter)
The New Deal has been hearing 
the rumblings of the rebellion against 
the high cost of living and. fearful of 
losing votes, Secretary Wallace hur­
ries to ease up on the com-hog re­
strictions. But let's sec what Wal­
lace says about It.
“It Is true that meat prices are out 
: of line," he told the Chicago news­
paper and then explained that his 
, loosening up on hog production "will 
result in further reduction of hog 
prices.”
What was all this hog reduction 
i program for —except that it would 
increase prices? Now Mr. Wallace 
wants to lower the pric£. Ard, fun­
niest of all. here’s what he says about 
the farmers:
'We think the farmers will be just 
as well satisfied. They aren’t ln-
tercstcd in prices per hog, but In 
their total income. They will get 
: the same income with the larger 
j number of hogs, at lower prices as a 
smaller number at higher prices.”
If that isn't a joke on somebody! 
The whole Idea of the New Deal and 
i of AAA was to enable the farmers 
to sell less for more. Now Wallace 
tells us the farmers will be Just a* 
well satisfied If they sell more for 
I less.
I
I_______ ___________ jLittle Richard Harden was carried 
off the ice in the last period of game,1 
a result of a stiff body check which i 
he received while carrying the puck 
down the ice for Rockland. Sam i _ . “
Olover was undoubtedly the out- ‘ ran* A. Tirrell s Entries In 
standing player of the afternoon as 
he scored two of Rockland's points. ’
He was assisted in making his first 
goal by Bob Crane. Little Donald ;
Marriner accounted for the other goal 
for Rockland. The whole Rockland 
team played a good game.
The Rockland lineup was: L.w.,
Sam Grey. Richard Marsh: r.w . Don-
aid Marriner. Austin Billings; c., Sain 
Olover. Edward Peaslcc; l.d„ Bob 
Crane. Edward Childs; r.d.. Richard 
Harden. Charles Dorgan; g., Jim 
Accardi. Score. Rockland 3. Hebron 
Reserves 0
good son to vote for
HIS PIGEONS WIN
Peoria, Illinois, Bring Him 
Many Awards
Returns from the national pigeon 
show In Peoria. Ill., are eminently 
satisfactory to Frank A. Turrit who 
entered 32 Modenas in 24 classes, and 
landed an imposing array ot ribbons
His prizes included 15 firsts, five 
seconds, four thirds and two fifths 
He was also credited with entering 
the best adult Schictti cock, the best 
adult Sclhetta hen, the best Schletti 
young cock, and the four best 
Agents.
And just for good measure he re­
ceived the special award for the best
It is an interesting fact that Franz display of Modenas.
U. Burkett cf Portland and Fred E 
Burkett of Union—son and father— 
were first ln the Maine House of Rep­
resentatives and then In the Senate 
together. Now that the son has be­
come a candidate for attorney gen­
eral the father is,seeking a renomi- 
natlon to the Senate so t hat he may- 
vote fer the son in the Joint conven­
tion.—Lewiston Journal.
I have several vacant rents, from 
$10 up; also one furnished apart­
ment. Robert Collins. 375 Main 
street, Tel. 77.—adv. 9-11
Women's shoes $1.00 pair. Haskell 
& Corthell's Dollar sale. Camden.— 
adv.
OLD FASHIONED
DANCE
Glencove Grange Hall 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Music By
Charles Woodcocks’ Orch.
ADMISSION 25c, 35c
Small wender that Mr. Tirrell has a 
nationwide reputation, as one of the 
most successful pigeon fanciers in the 
country.
Mr Tlrrell's birds arc now being 
exhibited at the annual pigeon show 
in Akron, Ohio.
The next time you have occasion to 
pull in an alarm of fire bear in mind 
this one fact—it is necessary to pull 
the handle down but once. This 
single pull on the handle starts the 
automatic machinery ln the box 
which blows the correct number of 
blasts on the dtaphone. Do not try to 
push the handle up again. Any pull 
or push on the handle after the box 
starts is likely to put thj box entirely 
out of commission.
Here's a National Event which you 
(cannot afford to overlook! The mak- 
, ers of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VEL­
LUM stationery are offering during 
Ihe month ot January only, 100 sheets 
! and 100 envelopes of this fine writing 
(paper with your Name and Address 
on both sheets and envelopes—or, 
your Monogram ln raised letters on 
the sheets, for only $1.00 a box. We 
suggest that you see samples at once 
at this office.
matcly the same as the nation at 
large. 3 to 2 against.
The Rocky Mountain States show 
a final vote also of 3 to 2 opposed and 
the three States on the Pacific Coast 
total 58.04 percent against the New 
Deal.
"The country's answer to the ques­
tion what it thinks of the New Deal 
today is supplied in the final report 
of The Literary Digest's great 1935- 
'36 poll." the magazine states in its
; to date?" current Issue.
The tally shows a complete count j “The Intense, country-wide Inter-
of 1,195.313 voters opposed to the ' Ps^ *n ^ts Literary Digest test
New Deal while 712.368 cast affirm- of pubIic sentlm<‘nt k emphasized by 
the hearty response from every State,
live votes, making a majority of, evcry cRy and town and every 
482,945 against the Administration'sI district.
acts and policies. j "More than 1907,000 voters, repre-
Utah and 11 Southern and border1 renting a huge cross-section of 
America, join in giving the verdict on 
New Deal acts and policies.
"The verdict will be considered by
States register majorities against it.( many a startUng reversal m publlc 
A jxxssible close call Is indicated in sentiment since 1934 The poll will be 
only five States and all others give challanged and indorsed, denounced 
over a 55 percent majority for or and praUed according to viewpoint.
States give a final verdict in favor 
of the New Deal, while the other 36
against the New Deal.
Twenty-two states representing
more than half the population of the 
United States and casting 280 of the
‘■Scores of thousands who applaud­
ed the 1934 verdict on New Deal 
policies will call It ‘unfair’ or ‘par- 
tizan.' Other scores of thousands who
351 electoral votes give a final questioned the 1934 poll will hail it
majority of more than 60 percent 
against the New Deal in the poll. 
Eight States, all in the South and 
representing 96 electoral votes, cast 
approximately the same ration in 
support of the Administration's 
policies.
The balloting in support of the 
New Deal has shown a steady decline 
each week since the first report of 
the poll was published.
In a similar poll conducted by The 
Literary Digest 18 months ago "to 
practically the same list of names," 
the final return then was 61.15 per­
cent In support of the New Deal 
which renders the outcome of the 
present referendum virtually a com­
plete reversal of public opinion as 
gauged by unofficial referendums
The heaviest negative vote of the 
country as a section Is registered by 
New England where the anti-New 
Deal vole is 77.98 percent of the total.
Next heaviest ln the balloting 
against the Administration's policies
as correct.
“There are the figures, and, what­
ever one may think of the poll. The 
Literary Digest believes it to be a true 
reflection of public sentiment, since 
it was conducted in precisely the 
same manner as that of 1934, which 
j gave the New Deal a majority of 
61.15. and also like the great elec­
tion polls of previous years.
"Some critics of the poll question 
its accuracy on the ground that more 
votes, proportionally, have come from 
Republicans than from Democrats.
"Pointing out that in the 1932 
Presidential election there were 57.32 
percent Democratic votes, as com­
pared with 39 59 Republican votes 
and 3 09 for minor candidates, they 
argue that this poll should reflect 
Republican and Democratic votes in 
the same proportions.
"Tills criticism Is not new. It was 
expressed In The Literary Digest poll 
of 1932 on the basis of the Presiden­
tial election vote of 1928 "But its
is the Middle Atlantic group, from validity may be judged by the fact 
that, despite the seeming dispropor­
tion in votes. The Llteiary Digest poll 
of 1932 forecast the majority for Mr. 
Roosevelt within three-quarters of
New York to West Virginia, where 
the New Deal opposition is shown 
polling a 68 89 percent vote.
The Middle Western States in the 
farm belt indicate a ratio approxi-1 one percent.”
CONVOCATION WEEK
Notable Lectures Will Be 
Heard At the Bangor The­
ological Seminary
FOR REPRESENTATIVE 
Louis A. Walker Seeks That
Office Instead 
Of Courts
Of Clerk
The fame of Bangor Theological The report that Louis A. Walker w« 
Seminary has spread far and wide in I a candidate for the clerk of courts 
connection with its pioneer Convoca- nomination proves to have been in- 
tion Week, the 28‘h annual meeting , correct. Mr Walker says that he did 
of which will convene in the Ham- look the ground over, and finding no 
mond Street Congregational Church, dissatiafaction with the present in- 
Bangor. January 27, at 4 o'clock ! cum-*>cnI' Milton M Griffin, conclud-
The three lectureships are named 
for distinguished professors who have | 
served Bangor Theological Seminary. 
Encch Pond, first President, has the I 
lectures on Applied Christianity' 
named for him These will be given 
by Prof. William Adams Brown. D D 
Ph. D, of Union Theological Semi­
nary. New York. Ills theme is 
"Church and State in the World To­
day." a topic of live interest and the 
result of recent research.
The lectures on Literature and Life 
are named for Samuel Harris, great 
teacher, who following service ln Ban­
gor. brought distinction to Yale Uni­
versity Divinity School. This lecture­
ship this year will be entitled "Shake­
speare's Creed." and will be given by 
Dr. J. Valdemar Moldenhawer, who 
has achieved an enviable reputation 
for scholarship in the interpretation 
of Shakespeare.
A noted preacher-professor. George 
Shepard, very fittingly has his name 
attached to the lectures on Preach­
ing. Dr. Charles Edward Park, who 
delivers these lectures this year, is 
himself a preacher of great repute 
having served the First Church in 
Boston for the past thirty years. His 
theme will be "The Sermon for the 
Times.
These lectures are open to minis­
ters and laity of all denominations.
A nominal registration fee is asked 
but Is not compulsory. Hospitality in 
the way of sleeping accommodations 
Is offered all ministers who apply in 
time White to President Harry 
Trust, Banger, for further Informa­
tion.
Rev,. Corwin H. Olds, and Rev.
C. H. B. Seliger of this community 
are hoping to attend and will be glad 
to hear of others from this neigh­
borhood.
ed to seek one of the city’s two nomi­
nations for Representative to Legis­
lature. His petitions for the latter 
are in circulation.
Mr Walker served Rockland ln the 
87th Legislature and gave valuable 
service on two of the committees— 
Insurance and Mercantile Affairs and 
Prisons. He is at present Overseer of 
the Peer, combining insurance work 
with his municipal duties.
Another recent entry in the rep­
resentative race is Robert Pendleton, 
who has been active in the affairs of 
the Young Men’s Republican Club
$2.00 Flannel Shirts, $1.00. Haskell 
4 Corthell's Dollar Sale. Camden— 
adv.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I bad my life to live a(.vin I would 
have made a rule to read some poetry 
and listen to tome music at least onto 
a week. The loss of these tastes I, a 
loss ol happiness.—Charles Darwin.
A MORNING PRAYER
Maker ot days, another night Is gone: 
But ere I face the tasks that wait for 
me.
I pause a moment In the quiet dawn. 
And lift my heart to Thee
upon Thine arm t 
lead Thou 
I shall
Thou art my guide 
lean:
Wherever I must Journey, 
me;
Through deepest mire I know 
come clean 
If I but follow Thee.
Enlarge my vision. Lord, that I may sec 
A way to help my brother in his need:
Deliver me from hate and bigotry.
From selfishness and greed.
enfold me In Thy 
temptations I
Thou arc my life, 
love.
That when the day's 
must meet.
I shall not want for strength to rise 
above
Dishonor and defeat.
Then be thou near 
livelong day 
Th8beJtmiy k“0W whatever “mes U
And when the sunset fades to twilight
Bring me safe home to rest.
—Madelene Hlggiaj
me through the
Page Two
The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
The people that do know their God 
shall be strong and do exploits. I 
—Dan. 11: 32
Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 21, 1936 Every-Other-Da
We Drivers
-4 Series of Brief Discussions on Driving, Dedi­
cated to the Safety, Comfort and Pleasure 
of the Motoring Public, Prepared
by General Motors ,
ROCKLAND GETS GOOD START
Takes Both Gaines From Rockport In the Two- 
County Basketball League
URGED TO VOTE "NO"
On the Three Local Option! 
Questions To Be Decided 
In September
Maine State Grange lecturers are 
urged by the superintendent of the 
Maine Christian Civic League, to in- j
fluence Grangers to vote “no" at the 
state election in September on three 
local option questions.
Rev. Frederick W. Smith of Water­
ville led up to the request by present­
ing figures which he said showed 
"tremendous" increase in arrests for 
drunkenness and drunken driving 
since repeal in 1933. One town alone. 
Sanford, had a 664 percent increase 
in arrests of intoxicated persons, he 
said.
The local option questions which 
the Legislature voted last winter to 
place before the people were:
Shall state liquor stores be allowed?
Shall hotels be permitted to sell li­
quor by the glass?
Shall beer be sold?
Smith told the lecturers, at their t 
annual conference, they could fur- | 
ther assist by “seeing to it that every 
person who will vote ‘no' gets to the 
polls election day."
'Tf you vote ‘no- in regard to the j 
sale of liquor in your city or town, thc j 
State Liquor Commission must stop 
the sale of liquor in your community- 
on Dec. 31, following the election," 
Mr Smith said.
He said $20.000 000 was spent for 
liquor in Maine legally and illegally 
last year, with “only a small part of 
that amount staying in Maine."
"Furthermore." he said, “persons 
have come to me and told me High 
School boys and girls 15 and 16 years 
old are becoming intoxicated in road­
side inns and are permitted to do1 
about everything they desire."
“Conditions in some of these road­
side inns are terrific," he said.
IRAKI DESIGN 
MULTI PLUS . 
sooTk ennsuRt 
[\
OVER IOO TIMES
No. 4—OUR BRAKES
Wa'vx all noticed that whenever a train makes a long enough stop in a station, there's somebody on the job, dodging in and out under the cars making sure that everything is in good shape for the train to continue its 
trip. One of tho things checked at every inspection • 
point is the brakes. For nobody knows better than 
railroads how important it is to be able to stop when 
you have to stop.
Now, if we think of it in a certain light, we people 
who own automobiles are all running little trans­
portation systems of our own .. . just like the rail­
roads and airlines and bus companies. Home is the 
main terminal and there are lots of stops along the 
line . .. flag stops, you might say, and regular sched­
uled stops—like the office, the grocery store, the 
school, the theatre, and our friends' houses.
Just like the railroads, one of the main things we 
need to look out for is our brakes. Of course, every-
. body knows this and yet somehow or other we're apt
to be a little careless about it. Not that brakes don’t give us plenty of 
notice when they're going to need adjustment. As time goes on we flnd that 
we can push the pedal lower and lower, till after a
while we can shove it down almost to the floor­
boards before the braizes take hold. Even then we 
sometimes wait quite a while before we have them 
adjusted. It just seems to be human nature to put 
off things like that. They tell us the result is that 
one-third of all cars on streets and highways at any 
given time have something wrong with their brakes.
The trouble is that when we let our brakes go like 
that, all of a sudden we may have to make an emer­
gency stop, and we may flnd it rather embarrassing.
Engineers say that if we realized what goes on 
in brakes we would see why we ought to keep them 
checked up. As they explain, it's a story of momentum
and friction, the same old forces we've talked about before.
They say that when we get going we build up a certain energy in the 
form of momentum. Now when we want to step, we 
can t just destroy that energy, because, scientists tell 
us, Nature never lets any of its energy be destroyed. 
We can only convert it into some other form of energy. 
What brakes really do is to convert speed-energy 
into heat-energy. When we push down on the brake 
pedal we press the brake lining against the brake 
drums and this creates friction that changes the 
energy to heat. When we have changed all the speed 
energy to heat, then we come to a stop.
Now modem brakes are very powerful. In fact, a 
100-horsepower car will have about 509-horsepower 
brakes. They can stop us pretty quickly even from 
high speeds. But when they do, they simply change 
those speeds into a great deal of heat, in a very short
time. The fact is we sometimes build up temperatures in our brakes as 
high as 1400 degrees!
It'a easy to see that heat like that can cause a lot 
of trouble. Some of us may think it's fun to rush up 
to sudden stops, but we might as well realize that we 
have to pay for that kind of fun in excessive brake 
wear. It simply doesn't pay to build up brake heat a 
lot faster than it can be thrown off. And we certainly 
get hardly anything back in time saved. For instance, 
if we're going 30 miles an hour, our brakes caa stop 
us in 40 feet if they are all right; but it takes them 
less than two seconds longer to stop us in twice that 
distance. How much better it is, under any normal 
circumstances, to begin to apply the brakes a few 
seconds earlier and, with gradually increasing pres­
sure, bring our car to an easy stop. As a matter of fact, 
smooth, gradual Stopping wherever the circumstances 
permit, is generally taken as a sign of a good driver.
Now if we Want to keep our brakes safe and sound, it's important to re­
member what these fast stops do to them. But it’s just as Important to re­
member that all stops generate some heat in our brakes. That's what gradu­
ally wears down the linings, and sooner or later makes a brake-adjustment 
necessary. And that's why we must watch them and see that adjustments are 
made when they are needed. «
So maybe it would be a good idea to keep on thinking of our cars as 
private transportation systems. If we keep them in good running condition, 
they -will serve us with safety and satisfaction.
40FT. SOFT. 
STOP STOP
LS
WCOali
The Knox-Lincoln League standing foul shots, while Rot-Hand scored four 
is: pqints to make the score at the end
Boys of the third quarter Rockland 20.I
W. L. P C Rockport 15. The last quarter began J
... 2 0 1003 at a fast pace, however the orange
.... 1 0 1.000 and black quintet had too much
,... 1 0 1.000 power for the red and white, and be- ;
... 0 2 .090 fore the game had ended the Rock-
,.!. 0 2 .000 land second and third teams had seen
Girls service and the final score was Rock-
W. L. P.C land 29. Rockport 23.
... 1 0 1.000 For Rockland the offensive work of j
... 1 0 1.000 LaCrosse and Lord featured, with 1
... 1 1 .500 Peterson and Morgan doing outstand • j
... 0 1 .090 ing work on the defensive. Moon and (
.... 0 2 .000 Turner were the stars for the Rock- 5
port team.
Summary of boys' game:
Camden ... 
Thomaston 
Rockland
Lincoln ....
Rockport ...
Thomaston 
Rockland 
Camden ...
Lincoln ....
Rockport
Rockland Boys 29. Rockport Boys 23 
Rockland Girls 39. Rockport Girls 31
The Rockland High School boys' 
and girls' basketball teams won a 
double header in a very convincing LaCrosse. If 
fashion Saturday night in the local 
gym when they defeated the Rock­
port High School basketeers.
The Rockland High School's girls' Peterson, rf 
team which is slated for the cellar Winchenbach. rf 
berth in the Knox-Lincoln League Ellingwood. rf 
this year because of an extremely in­
experienced lineup, upset the dope 
bucket when it won over the Rock­
port girls 39 to 31. One can say that 
the Rockland victory came from very- 
good teamwork with no one person 
outstanding.
In the boys' game which was won 
by Rockland 29 to 23. a fast and furi- Merritt, rg 
ous contest was seen in the first
quarter when the Rockport boys led 12
by a score of 8 to 6. but after this Rockport 23
quarter it was all Rockland as the G.
half ended with the score 16 to 13 in Morong. If ............. 3
Rockland's favor and with a Rock- Doucette, rf 2
land second team playing the last Moen, c ................... 1
few minutes. Turner, lg ......... ...... 3
In the second half both teams Spear, rg ............ 0
waged a defensive battle with Rock- —
land holding Rockport to only two : 9
SCORE WAS LARGE
a rosse. 
Raye. If .
Leo. if .....
Murgita. rf
Lord, c ..........
Skinner, c ....
Beal, c ...........
Crockett, lg . 
Cuccinello. lg 
Rawley. lg 
Morgan, rg 
Karl, rg .......
Rockland 29
G.
5 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
F.
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
F
3
1
0
1
0
p 1
’ll
0
3 5
2 
0 
0 
11 
0 
0
1 
0 
o; 
ip 
0 
0
29
P.
9 j
3
2 
7 
0
23
YOU BE THE JUDGE—
Money back if not delighted with Prince Albert
PIPE SMOKERS’ TRIAL OFFER
?r-:
Don't say you know all about mildness 
and million-dollar flavor in a smoking 
tobacco until you have tried Prince 
Albert. For here's the flavor that suits 
more men than any other. Here's the 
real fragrance of tobacco at its best. 
Here's the scientific "crimp cut” that
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t 
find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, 
return the pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to 
us at any time within a month from this date, and we will 
refund full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
makes for cool smoking. Maybe you grade tobaccos. Boy —that's smoking!
Prince Albert
think "How do I know all that?” Well 
—try P.A. at our risk. We’ve fixed it 
so you can't lose.
Just play a match over a pipeload of 
P.A. Watch the mellow, sweet flakes 
swell and rise to the flame... as they de­
liver to you all the cool richness of top-
THE
NATIONAL 
JOY SMOKE
• IW
R.J. Reynold* Tofc. Co.
pipefuls of fra> 
front tobacco in 
every 2-ox. tin 
of Prince Albert
STOCK YOUR SHELVES WITH THESE ITEMS—YOU KNOW THE 
BRANDS AND YOU KNOW THE QUALITY
WHITE HOUSE COFFEE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 21c
THE SECOND DISTRICT
WL« -man Not To Run Arabist Mo- 
iaz»—tlUcy rr MM ( ouxlt* Dana 
Williams
Commenting upon the Second Dis­
trict political situation the Sunday j 
Telegram says:
"Recent information ls that some )
Androscoggin leaders have not yet j 
given up hope that Dana Williams, j 
Lewiston attorney and formerly Su- i 
preme Potentate of the Shrine may , _____
yet recant from his determination | ~ P r-i i c
that he will not run for Congress and Our California Friend Says Chamber Of Commerce Sup- 
they are working to that end. Even j
Democrats want Mr Williams to run. I
“If the Demccrats are going to have 
opposition to Mr. Moran, the name of [ 
the candidate has not yet been dis­
closed. Mayor Wiseman, who some 
thought might be, has finally decided 
that he will run for Mayor again 
which probably means that he won't 
run for Congress."
FROM MR. HATTON -I
ANTI-ROOSEVELT
Texan Says That 10.000 “Good Demo­
crats'* Will Attend the Macon 
Convention
John Henry' Kirby, veteran of the 
political wars and wealthy Texas lum­
berman. predicted Saturday that 
10.000 “good Democrats" would gather 
at Macon, Ga . Jan. 29 for a south­
wide convention of anti-Rooseve’t 
Democrats. Kirby and Oov. Tal- 
madge of Georgia called the conven­
tion.
“We will start the ball rolling and | saw 
we hope it will gain such momentum 
that President Roosevelt, who is a 
Socialist instead of a Democrat, will 
not be renominated.” said Kirby, 
chairman of the Southern Committee 
to Uphold the Constitution.
He named Jesse Jones, wealthy fel­
low Texan and chairman of the Re­
construction Finance Corporation, as 
a "possibility" in the event President 
Roosevelt’s renomination is balked.
He said he believed Jones could de­
feat any Republican nominee.
Townsend Plan Is Sweep­
ing Like Wildfire
Newport Beach. Calif.. Jan. 13 
Editor ef The Courier-Gazette:—
I read your paper thrice weekly and 
enjoy it more than any other reading 
matter that comes to my home. I 
wish to say to the editor, and to all 
who have any connection with The 
Courier-Gazette that it is a fine paper 
and fair to all parties The articles 
on religion or politics-are fair to both 
sides and enable one not so well in­
formed to get a clear understanding 
of the subject under consideration.
I see by the last two papers that the 
Townsend plan is in the public eye. 
It seems to have just struck Maine 
while here in Southern California it 
has been going strong for more than 
a year. There are club meetings al­
most every night somewhere in the 
city or county and it is gaining in 
numbers faster than anything I ever
AT JO 
M.P.H.
J-d
HCOMSS
HOME INDUSTRIES
But Crowd W as Smal 
Those Buzz Saw Vinal­
haven Athletes
In a game characterized by free 
scoring, free shots from fouls, 
wheeling on the part of the Vinal­
haven team, and free advice from the 
spectators, the Vinalhaven basketball 
team ran circles around the Rock- 
| land Alumni quintet and finished 
i with a substitute team and a score 
of Tl to 53.
The game started off at a brisk
ports Move—Uncle Sam Is P®” and was close for the
a i j r eon nnn first Part of the first quarter, but theAsked For $30,000 lnrBl ___
At a meeting of the directors of the 
Rockland Chamber of Commerce yes­
terday- unanimous support was
sights and the score began to mount. 
Peterson, Hopkins and Lyford were 
the big guns for Vinalhaven, scor-
. , . support lg polnts apjece while Starr
pledged for the Maine Home Indus- and shot
Pund. with the first unit l» with 21 and 15 points respectively.
The hardest working man for 
Vinalhaven was Mgr. Swanson, who 
was kept out of the game by an in-
tries . it t i t it In 
Knox County. The federal govern­
ment will be asked to set apart $50,003 
for this purpose.
The object is to make old-time
Walters, if ............ . 2 0 4
Vannah, rf............ 8 o 16
McClain, rf ............ . 0 0 0
Harkins, c .............. . 1 Q 2
Jameson, c .......... 1 0 2
French, lg .............. 4 0 8
Anderson, lg .......... 0 0 0
Young, rg . 1 2 4
Bumheuner. rg 0 0 0
— — —
Totals ................... 25 4 54
Union
o F P
Hes3iaselges. If .. 3 1 7
Aho. if .................. 0 0 0
Simmons, rf ......... .. 1 1 3
MacEdwards. c ... .. 2 1 5
Fisher, c ................ 0 0 0
R Perris, lg ......... . 1» 1 •3
Howard, rg ......... 3 4 10
Williams, rg ......... . 0 0 0
Total 10 8 28
Referee. Durreil. Time 8 8's.
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Carrie Wallace, who has been 
passing a week with Mrs Isadore
jured ankle, but that did not prevent' Hoffses and Mrs. Ralph Morse, went
high-priced year around market; | i Mcnday t0 Arlin8ton- M^" where ,
many substitutions were due to his £he will be for the remainder of thehand spinning and weaving of linen effort g,ye
and wool; rug making (reviving of a
type once made in this particular sec- j cornpet|tion
tion of Maine, which at one time1 —. ... The attendance was a disapooint-brought down the price of Oriental ment as there were not enough paid 
admissions to clear the expenses, but 
; it is hoped that on the next effort 
the fans will realize that there Ls 
Maine wood: fine repair work and for a crack basketball
carving—and about 15 other indus- n .e 1X3 »nd with prop-
well be de- coaching and support could, go 
Places and do things. It is reported
rugs all over the worldi; fine needle­
work and embroidery, of a type now 
found chiefly in museums; the mak­
ing of hand-made furniture, using
his teammates the 
little out of town
,i ROCKWOOD'S
i
Vet-
R
< '/•}/ tt
COCOA
FRIENDS BEANS 2 tins 29c
QUAKER OATS ............... lge pkg 19c
JELL-O ................................ 3 pkgs 17c
SNIDER’S KETCHUP lge bot 15c
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES 3 pkg 21c 
DAVIS BAKING POWDER tin 12c
MINUTE TAPIOCA ................ pkg 11c
SHREDDED WHEAT S pkgs 23c
MINCED HAM.......2 lbs 25c
FRANKFORTS .... 2 lbs 31c
FISH BITS................ 3 lbs 29c
RICE’S FISH CAKES
2 cans 19c 
MILD CHEESE............lb 23c
ROCKWOOD COCOA.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb tin 15c
ROCKWOOD CHOCOLATE .. . 1-2 lb cake 08c
MAXWELL HOUSE 
COFFEE 
Ib27c
PILLSBURY’S 
PANCAKE FLOUR
2 pkgs 19c
CORN MEAL
2 pkgs 17c
P. & G. SOAP
7 bars 25c
RED CAP AMMONIA .. .
RED CAP BLEACH WATER .
full quart 16c 
. 30 oz bot 10c
RAKER'S COCOA, two ' 
BAKER'S CHOC., two >, 
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO HEINZ
s lb tins 19c 
lb rakes 26e 
SOUP.
4 tins 27c
H. O. OATS ............. 2 pkgs 23c
GRAPE! NUTS ................... pkg 16c
R. A G. BEANS ...........  2 lge tins 25c
DIAMOND CRYSTAL SALT. 2 pkg 13c 
SALADA TEA ................. 'i lb pkg 43r
SOUPS ..............
KETCHUP ........
BEANS ..............
GRAPE JELLY
.................. 2 tins 25c
........... lge bot 19c
three 11 oz tins 25c
.... 2 jars 27c
URABAJT»LE JELLY 2 jars 27cwinter.
Mrs. Lizzie Turner of Thomaston is 
guest of her nephew, Carroll T 
Cooney, Jr . at the Sampson home­
stead.
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Palmer and 
Dale Palmer of Belfast have been at 
the home of John W Palmer
Mrs. Lizzie Shuman, who has been 
suffering with a fractured shoulder, 
was In Portland recently to have it 
reduced. She was accompanied by 
Mrs. Harold Perry and Floyd Benner.
Tr. and Mrs T. F. Turner chserved 
the 68th anniversary of their mar-[ 
rlage Saturday. Many friends called ' 
to extend congratulations and the1 
couple were the recipient of gifts of i 
flowers and cake, letters and tele-! 
grams. Dr. and Mrs. Turner are ■ 
among the oldest and most respected 1 
residents here.
Edward E. Brackett is seriously ill 
at his home on Friendship street, j 
His sister, Mrs. Sadie Martel of Wor- ’ 
cester. Mass. is caring for him.
The officers cf Wiwurna Chapter 
O.ES.. newly-elected are: Verna' 
Scofield, worthy matron; Austin Win­
chenbach. worthy patron; Esther 
Shorey. associate matron; Hamlin 
Scofield, associate patron; Ida Stahl, 
secretary; Rena Crowell, treasurer; 
Gladys Winchenbach, conductress; 
Madeline Kane, associate conduc­
tress; Willis Crowell, member of 
trustees: Verna Scofield, Austin 
Winchenbach, Esther Shorev, finance 
committee. The installation. Feb. 5 
in the Masonic hall, will be semi- 
public.
CARNATION or LIBBY’S MILK .. 4 tall cans 27c
GRAPENUT FLAKES 
2 pkgs 19c
QUAKER
MACARONI 4 pkgs 25c
SPAGHETTI 4 pkgs 25c
SANKA COFFEE...... lb 44c
POST TOASTIES, 3 pkg 21c
SWAN'S DOWN
CAKE FLOUR......... pkg 25cOne club, No. 93. holds meetings, tHes >u of whlch can 
every noon in the Mason Opera House, j ve!oped in Maine.
George Highley is president, a young j school for training would be I
man only 40 but very popular with ed in the vacant stores of the Rockland or January 29 and it goes 
Masonic Temple building as scon a-: that the Rockland
the money is assured. te*m * ou‘ cliP tha
The sum of $50 000 above mentioned the PUih^awk‘s Teams wishing
would cover materials, cost cf equip-1 ^eiLshouId„writ* 6wanMn
ment and instruction. The work
would give an earning power to a 
group of 103 while the members are 
learning.
The following subscriptions 
promptly pledged: I Wahlman, c
John Pomeroy ..................... $100 PC Middleton, c
William Sansom ................. 1.00 Pd., Lyford, c .....
A. W. Gregory....................... 1.09 Pd
that the two teams clash again in
the people who go there in crowds 
every dav. The club has about 16.000 
members and is growing fast. They 
have very able speakers comprising 
doctors, lawyers, ministers and other 
able lecturers. It is the largest club in 
America
It is fair to say that the movement 
has gone like wildfire and nothing 
stems to stop it although most of the 
papers are against it and think it 
won't work.
I think if anyone will study it care-
J Vinalhaven, Maine. The score:
Vinalhaven
G. F
, Peterson, rf .......... 8 2
were j Hopkins, If .............. 9 0
OAKITE, cleans a million things . ... 2 pkgs 19c
Sunbrite Cleanser .. 3 tins 14c |g Hershey Cocoa .... 1 lb tin 14c
KRE-MEL........... 3 pkgs 10c
OVALTINE.........lge tin 59c
COCOAMALT .... lge tin 39c 
CAMAY SOAP .. 5 cakes 23c
FELS NAPHTHA 
SOAP,
CHIPS
STRAND THEATRE
In the colorful, glittering atmos­
phere of the burlesque theatre, with ; fully and understand lt thoroughly he 
clowns and , will see the benefit there is in it, netits soubrettes, songs 
comics, the action of the new picture, 
“King of Burlesque,” which comes 
Wednesday and Thursday takes 
place.
Although the picture is a revealing 
glimpse into the gaudy world of 
burlesque, it does not confine its 
action to backstage drama, but laun­
ches into the life story of a genius of
only for those who are 60 years old 
but to the young who are now walking | H 
the streets hunting for work. I could 
write much more about it but this 
will be enough for the present.
We are having fine weather—very 
little rain, sunshine most of the time.
I have not written for a long time 
so this will let mv Maine friends know
the theatre, played by Baxter. With j1 arn fiUll going strong.
his two trusted aides, Alice Faye and 
Jack Oakie. Baxter has climbed from 
side street honkytonks to Broadway’s 
glittering palaces. Then when he 
falls ln love with a lovely society 
woman who represents everything he 
had hoped to attain, he deserts his 
erstwhile friends.
Things go from bad to worse with 
Baxter, until his wife. Mona Barrie, 
deserts him. When things look | 
blackest, Baxter's old friends return
W. J. Hatton
Caution to pedestrians: 
the left side of the road!
I Guilford,
Chisholm Bros ..................... l .OOPd. j Torfas°n,
... l.OOPd. Bickford,M. E. Wotton & Son
E. B. Crockett....................... l OOPd.l
Walk on I
Blodgett ....................... 103Pd.
Ensign Otis .......................... l.OOPd
K. C. Rankin........................ 1.03 Pd J c
Other subscriptions will be received ! Carroll, rf .............. 2
by Miss Lenore Benner, secretary of j Starr, if ................. io
the Chamber of Commerce. | Haskell, c .............. 4
------------------ i Raye, rg .................. 7
I have several vacant rents, from - Lofman, lg ............. 1
$10 up; also one furnished apart-, 
ment. Robert Collins. 375 Main 
street. Tel. 77.—adv. 9-11
77
ROYAL
BAKING POWDER 
12 oz tin 33c 
RINSO
2 lge pkgs 37c
STROUT
Greateftt ndvertlmcr nt coun­
try property. Ilns mn«le over
<11,000 nhIch of Home* — FnrraiR — 
Afrengf. Buyer* from nil uur the 
Murid. Free open lint Ing.
E. A. STROUT REALTY AGENCY
to help him on the most spectacular Represented by C. E. FOSTER, Warren, 
venture of his life.—adv. Id- u'2- LUtiaga solicited. &
For a Birthday gift nothing would 
be more acceptable than a box of RY­
TEX DECKLE EDGE VELLUM sta­
tionery printed with Name nnd Ad­
dress or Monogram. During the 
month of January only you can buy 
this fine writing paper in DOUBLE 
the usual quantity (100 sheets and 
100 envelopes) at $1.00 a box. including 
the printing. See samples at The 
Courier-Gazette office—adv.
Total ............*......... 24 2 . 50
Referee, H. Anderson. Scorer Poole, 
Timer, Swanson.
Waldoboro 54, Union 28 
With Achorn and Vannah scoring
34 points, the Lincoln County bas- 
keteers, from Waldoboro, submerged 
the Union five in Union Saturday 
night. The result was never in doubt. 
The ’core:
Waldoboro
G F P
Achorn, If ............... 6 2 18
NOW I EAT
ONIONS
Upset Stomach Goes 
Jn Jiffy with Bell-ans
FOR INDIGESTION I
SALTY FLAKE 
SODA CRACKERS
2 lb box 19c
NONE SUCH 
MINCE MEAT 
2 pkgs 23c
MONT
ALASKA SOC
ALMO
TALL TIN,
DEL MONTE PEAS, 2 tins 29c
DELJMONTE ASPARAGUS
FANCY ALL GREEN 
No. 2 tin 23c 
DEL MONTE 
TIPS, tin 27c
For Free Delivery Phone 1234
PERRY’S MARKETS
Every-Other-Day Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 21, 1936 Page TErefi
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to­
night. Afternoon card party and sup­
per at 6.15.
Miss Thelma Blackington substitut. 
ed in Junior High School Monday for 
Miss Ellen Thompson, and Mrs Clara 
Kelsey at The Highlands for Miss 
Esther French.
7 
lA
19 10 21------------If 27 18 29 30 31
Echoes of the fine concert given at 
the Universalist Church Thursday 
evening are still in the air. lt ls of 
interest to announce that $175 was 
cleared from the activity.
TALK OF THE TOWN
COMINO NEIGHBORHOOD RVKNTd
Jan. 23—Luncheon tor Diligent Dames 
at home ot Mrs. Clarence Munsey.
Jan 24—Methebesec Club meets at 
Orand Army hall
Jan. 24—Camden—Recital of Camden 
and Rockland pupils ot Doris Heald 
School of Dancing, at Opera House.
Jan. 11—Annual recital of Mrs Disc 
Allen Corner's dance pupl at Park 
Theatre.
Feb 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb 3—Lady Knox Chapter D A R., 
meets with Mrs Nellie Peterson.
Feb. 1—Monthly meeting of City 
Government.
Feb. 5-Rnrkpori -Methodist ladles' 
Aid birthday party at vestry.
Peb. IP—Adam Walsh to address Par­
ent-Teacher Association.
Feh. 11—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14—Valentine Day.
Feb. 21—Camden—Fire Department 
Olft Ball in Opera House. v
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb 26—Ash Wednesday.
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at. 
Opera House, sponsored by Camden- 
Rockport Lions Club.
March 17-8t Patrick s Day.
March 23-2#—Orono—Farm and Home 
Week
April 5—Palm Sunday.
April lb—Oood Friday.
April 12—Easter .
April 15-29—Augusta—Maine Me 
dlst conference
June 9—Republican National Con' 
tlon opens ln Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention O 
and allied bodies ln Rockland
June 15—Primary Election.
June 19-21—Annual encampment 
th* Maine Department. Veterans 
Foreign w»rs. ln this city.
June 26-28—Lewiston- American le­
gion and allied bodies, hold State con­
ventions
May 19—Mothers Day.
of
of
THE WEATHER
Former Judge William M. Ingra­
ham of Portland. Congressman Mo­
ran and Judge Harry B. Ayer of Saco, 
have been named by the Sons of the 
American Revolution as honorary vice 
chairmen for Maine for the sesqul- 
centennlal celebration of the adoption 
of the Constitution by the Constitu­
tional Convention Sept. 17, 1937.
Ralph H. Trim brought in the first 
answer to the brain teaser propound­
ed by "X" in Saturday's issue. The 
quantity of each coin going to make 
up the $31 in the cash drawer he 
gives as $10 in halves. $10 in quarters, 
$4/n dimes. $5 in nickels and $2 in 
pennies. The solution seems to meet 
the requirements.
A check-up on the payment or non­
payment of 1935 poll taxes by those 
new driving automobiles will be made 
next week by Augusta authorities. 
The law requires all persons securing 
a license to make oath that their poll 
tax is paid. Those making false oath 
are in a tight spot. Prompt payment 
is certainly the better part of valor.
Help Us Bring Down 
Our Stock
INVENTORY
SALE
The Third District Council meeting, 
Department of Maine, American Le­
gion Auxiliary, will meet in Rockland 
Jan. 27. at 1 30, at Legion Hall.
BUDGET FOODS Senter Crane OmyaiRg
Rockland awoke this morning to 
find that winter has only been fool­
ing. Sunday's storm left plenty of 
snow everywhere, and a wind of gale 
force piled it into high drifts on the 
eastern side of Main street and other 
localities where long-suffering man­
kind resides. The new road commis­
sioner Jonathan S. Gardner per­
formed an herculean stunt so far is 
the highways were concerned, but the 
sidewalks were too heavily covered 
for horse drawn apparatus, and re­
main blocked except on those streets 
adjacent to the business ssone. As 
most folks use the streets nearly all 
winter this is not an especial hard­
ship. but please do remember to walk 
on the left side of the highway. In­
difference or obstinacy may cost you 
a large hospital bill. The tempera­
ture this morning was 3 to 5 below, 
but was expected to moderate today. 
Fair tomorrow.
There will be a circle supper at the 
Congregational vestry Wednesday at 
6.15. Miss Corice Thomas is chair­
man assisted by Miss Mary Wasgatt. 
Miss Frances Chatto, Miss Mary Har­
riman. Miss Ruth Peterson. Mrs. L. B. 
Cook, Mrs. Harold Coombs, Mrs. Rob­
ert Jewell, Mrs. A. J. Nichols. Miss 
Frances Hodgdon. Miss Relief Nich­
ols. and Mrs. Vance Norton.
There will be all-day work on quilts 
by Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thurs­
day, with the Thursday Thimble Club 
meeting in the afternoon to work on 
a puff. Supper at 6 will be in charge 
of Mrs. Carl Packard. Mrs. Lizzie 
Smith. Mrs. Lilia Elwell and Mrs. 
Elizabeth Gregory. Members having 
birthdays in December or January are 
asked to call 1008-W as soon as 
possible.
Caution to pedestrians: 
the left side of the road!
Walk on
Miss Sadie Marcus is attending the 
New York Furniture Show this week.
A dance recital by pupils of Miss 
Doris Heald will be held at Camden 
Opera House. 'Friday, at 8.15. The 
program which will embrace pupils 
from Rockland. Camden, and other 
adjacent towns, will be "bigger and 
better" than ever, with many novelty 
features in both solo and ensemble 
effect. The costuming will show many 
original ideas. Attendance will en­
sure an evening of thorough pleasure, 
a veritable feast for the eyes.
Drill work on the Royal Purple de­
gree. Rockland Encampment, Wed­
nesday. calling for a good attendance.
Federal Navigation school resume# 
classes for beginners and advaneed 
students at High School Thursday 
from 6 to 9.
The Lions will have a sweet little 
program tomorrow noon, when F N. 
6haw. representative of Schraffta *« 
8ons Chocolate Co., will present a mo­
tion picture entitled "Down Through 
the Years."
Oolden Rod Chapter. 0.EJB, in­
stalls officers Friday night, each mem­
ber being privileged to invite one 
guest. Mrs Carolyn Stewart, retiring 
worthy matron, will officiate, assisted 
by Rev. Herman R. Winchenbaugh. 
There will be a program, followed by 
an informal reception, in the ban­
quet hall, and refreshments. Mrs. 
Maude Blodgett is in charge of deco­
rations and other arrangements, and 
Mrs. Florence Philbrook of refresh­
ments.
Writing to this office for informa­
tion concerning the abandonment of 
thc Boston and Bangor steamship 
line, Joseph Allen. Jr., of White 
Plains. N. Y.. says: “It seems in- 
ciedible that there is no passeng#r 
service out of Bcston to any ports in 
Maine. To those of us who consid- 
eied the steamer trip to Maine each 
summer as one of the high spots of 
our vacations, the loss of the Bangor 
line comes as a severe blow."
Storm stories nowadays lack several 
particulars which used to make them 
interesting reading. For Instance *• 
con't have any more trolley cars stuck 
ln the drifts on the New County road; 
the Boston boat doesn’t lay over at 
Bangor on account of the storm, and 
ice in the Kennebec River doe#n< 
make the train late. And when the 
storm has ended the telegraph doesn't 
bring reports of Knox County vessels 
wrecked or lost at sea.
I have several vacant rents, from 
$10 up; also one furnished apart­
ment. Robert Coilina. 375 Main 
street. Tel. 77.—adv. 9-11,
"Moby Dick." bull puppy owned by 
Elzada North, is missing. He has blue 
eyes and white spot on back. Reward; 
15 Beech street—adv.
Boys' 4-Piece Suits, $1.00 each pice 
Haskell & Ccrthell's Dollar Sale, 
Camden.—adv.
NOTICE!
After being absent from my office 
several weeks I have resumed my 
practice as usual.
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
Over Newberry's 5c & 10c Store 
Telephone 415-W
TOILETRIES
Jergen’s Lotion
Hind’s Honey and 
Almond Cream 
Nepto Lotion 
Frostilla
Mennen’s Skin Balm
COLD ITEMS
Empirin Co. B. & W. 
Emagrin Otis Clapp 
Phospho Quinine
Tar, White Pine and 
Menthol
Flaxseed, Menthol and 
Wild Cherry
FROSTILLA
29c
MENNEN’S 
SKIN BALM
42c
TAR, WHITE 
PINE AND 
MENTHOL
39c
PHOSPHO
QUININE
19c
There will be a meeting of Ander­
son Camp. Sons of Union Veterans. 
Wednesday night. Supper will be 
served at 6 o'clock. Initiation will 
follow the business session.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday 
with Miss Ada B. Young. Program 
subject "Character building in the 
home, the church, the school.’ Miss 
Kate Brawn will be leader.
The Mcl.oangrams which have been 
so popular as a regular feature of 
this paper are now running once a 
week in the Saturday issue until fur-i 
I ther notice. This will give out-of- 
town contestants a better chance to 
get the free theatre tickets.
Some little excitement was in evi­
dence last night when one wheel of 
a huge Mack truck dropped through 
the flooring at Central Garage and 
disrupted traffic in that busy estab- 
I lishment for some time. A flurry of 
| activity with powerful jacks, an emer- 
igency job of carpentering and the 
j wheels were once more turning as 
i usual.
The annual meeting of the Congre­
gational parish will take place Wed­
nesday after circle supoer. Mr. Olds 
will discuss some projects for the for­
ward program of the church, and a 
large attendance is desired. The an­
nual meeting of the Congregational 
Church Society follows the parish 
meeting, with election of officers, an­
nual reports, etc.
ANNUAL
Famous
Cooking Authority
THE way to make soup popular with your family Is to get away from the commonplace varieties 
and serve something different. Out 
of Russia has come a traditional 
soup, called borscht, which has 
taken the country by storm.' It's 
not difficult to make if you follow 
this tested recipe:
Russian Borscht
1 cup tinned tomato 
2 quarts cold water 
2 thin slices diced 
sslt pork i about 
3 ounces I 
1 ess yolk
1 tablespoon minced 
parsley
1 cup flnely shredded 
white cabbage 
2 medlum-slied whits 
potatoes, diced 
'I tablespoon flour 
] tsblrspoons all pur* 
pose margarine 
l'/a teaspoons sslt 
'• tesspoop pepper 
1 cup crumbled 
rye bread
li cup slightly sour 
cream
V, lb. soup beet 
lb. stewing lamb
l'j cups flnely 
diced peeled, 
raw beets
I carrot, diced 
1 cup celery, diced 
1 small onion, 
minced
Dice the meats quite small and 
place in the soup kettle. Add the 
beets, carrot, celery, onion, toma­
toes and cold water; bring to boil­
ing point, cover and simmer for 
thirty minutes. Put the salt pork 
through the food chopper and add 
to the soup with the parsley; cook 
thirty minutes longer. Then stir in 
the cabbage and potatoes and cook 
until both are tender—about 30 
minutes. Stir the all purpose mar­
garine and flour together to make 
a paste and add to the soup. Add 
the salt and pepper and rye bread. 
Just before serving, beat the egg 
yolk slightly, and take half of 
the cream and add this a little at 
a time to the soup, stirring for 
about two minutes. Then pour Into 
the soup plates and In the center 
of each float a spoonful of tb# sour 
cream.
CORNER RUG STOREpsacmPTiott [RUidsnPHONE 11& ROCKLAND
Donald. 12-year-old son of Dr. and 
Mrs N K. Fogg, appeared as speaker 
before the School Improvement 
League, in Thomaston, Friday, having 
a; his subject ''Tlie Eskimos in North­
ern Greenland.’’ Donald gave his 
story in a very graphic manner, and
A feature of tonight's skating car­
nival at Cotr.nunity Park will be the 
relay race for the championship of 
the city. The crack ice-gliders who 
will form the teams are: Kiwanis—
displayed some miniature kayaks and I prancis Orne. Howe Glover. Gene 
articles of bone and soapstone made
by the EskimosThe Court House walks were cleared, Winslow-Holbrook Drum 
of snow yesterday by inmates of the holds a meeting tonight at
Corps 
730 of
County Jail. As there wasn't side- I extra special importance with a par- 
walk walking yesterday Sheriff Lud- ticuiar urge for former members to
wick's act was much appreciated
Earlappers have again become 
fashionable. Yet it was only a few 
years ago Jiiat a well known Rock­
land citizen used to occasion some 
merriment when he appeared on 
Main street with those appurtenances 
Style seems to nave edme to the 
rescue of common Sense.*
A bad day for q fire thought every­
body when the slant sounded late 
Sunday afternoqn, aad ^ie apparatus 
went flying ihrilagh tne drifts and 
bl.nding snow. But as luck would 
have it this stormy day fire was only 
an overheated chimney at Perley Mil­
ler’s house on South Main street. 
Oave the department an hour's work.
. The January committee of the 
Woman's Auxiliary of Knox Hospital 
netted more than $44 on the cooked 
food sale Saturday at the Senter 
Crane store, for the incubator fund. 
An expression of thanks is made to 
all who contributed to the success, 
particularly to the Thomaston mem-
be on hand.
Petitions are thicker than snow­
flakes on the street, irculated by can­
didates who wish to be nominated in 
the June primaries, and those who 
are seeking the postmaster appoint­
ment.
Coasting in these days of aut# 
traffic, is a dangerous sport unless 
done on streets approved by the 
municipal officers. Marshal Rich­
ardson has designated Warren. Ma-
Fifty-three families, containing an 
aggregate of nearly 250 persons are 
receiving regular rations from the 
City Store, and. all told, about 700 
perrons are receiving assistance of 
s:me sort. A WPA. worker receiv­
ing $44 a month is supposed by the 
department to support a family of 
five, but beyond that number is en­
titled to assistance. On relief, also, 
are many children and Old people, 
unable to work, together with certain 
World War veterans.
The adult social group of the Con­
gregational Church, which had such 
interesting meetings last year, will
sonic and Pacific streets for that pur- have a social gathering Thursday eve- 
pcse. and there the kiddies will slide ning. The meeting will begin at 7
to their hearts' content, just as their 
daddies, granddaddies and great 
granddaddies have done.
with a covered dish supper, each 
couple to provide some dish to be 
placed upon the table. This will be
_____  followed by an interesting sccial
Maurice C. Orbeton. formerly ol. meeting including in the program an 
Rockland, was elected president o! | open forum discussion on "Best Ways 
Katahdin Council. Boy Scouts of to Keep the United States out of
Warren, and Robert McCarty; Lions 
—A. E. Brunberg. L. E. McRae. Dick ! 
Knowlton and Ray Cross; Faculty— 
John Durreil, Raymond Bowden,: 
Harold Libby and Sam Sezak. The 
Rotary Club will probably have a 
team, captained by Homer E. Robin­
son. A big time is in store.
Every man and boy in Knox County 
is invited ta hear Adam Walsh, thc 
wonder man of Maine athletics, when 
he speaks before the Rockland Par­
ent-Teacher Association Feb. 10 at 
the High School. Considered one cf 
the finest speakers in the State and 
a member of the famous Notre Dame 
team of "Four Horsemen” fame. Mr. 
Walsh brings a fine background of 
athletic prowess, idealism for youth 
and amazing personal success in his 
chosen field. Every mother and 
daughter is invited as well as the men 
folks. Full details of the great meet­
ing will roon be available.
America, at the annual meeting of 
the corporation held Friday night at 
the Bangor House, with about 113 
Scout officers of eastern and northern 
Maine in attendance. Maurice has
bers who gave so generously of time always shown much interest in Boy
A prime favorite with local fight 
fans is this boy String Bean Jovln 
who is to meet Battling Taylor of 
Biddeford at the Rockland Athletic 
C,ub Friday night. His principal di­
mention is length, but his opponents 
have learned to beware that long- 
reach punch. This ought to be a 
main bout which will keep the spec­
tators in their seats until it is over. 
And here's something else the fans 
will want to know—will Ponzi Coch­
ran be able to get revenge on Johnny- 
Lawless, the rugged fighter from Mil­
linocket.
When the Sea Coast Mission boat 
Sunbeam sailed to the westward last 
Friday she carried a large collection 
oi magazines to be distributed among 
families along the coast who have ac­
cess to little reading matter. The 
plea for such material, made through 
The Courier-Gazette resulted in 
many magazines being sent to this 
office, which had agreed to act as i 
clearing house, and which will con­
tinue to do so, as we are informed 
there is a steady demand, and that 
tons of reading matter are distributed 
from the Sunbeam annually. Instead 
Cf having thc garbage man haul them 
to the dump, why not send along your 
magazines for that very worthy pur­
pose. The Sunbeam on the present 
trip is in command of Rev. Orville J. 
Ouptill's assistant. Neal Bousfleld, the 
former being confined to his home by 
illness.
and donations. It is not amiss at this 
time to touch upon the important 
work the Auxiliary is doing in raising 
money to pay for the incubator, a 
valuable piece of hospital equipment 
To accomplish the goal set it ls neces­
sary for the Auxiliary to have in­
creased membership—many new ones 
and the return of former members 
The dues now payable are small, but 
each one helps. Next meeting of thc 
Auxiliary is the first Tuesday in Feb­
ruary. The meetings are mo6t en­
joyable as well as profitable Sewing 
for the hospital ia engaged in and 
tea is served in a social hour
Auxiliary to the Veterans Foreign 
Wars will have a public supper Satur­
day at K P. Hall, 5-7.-adv. 10-11
The service at ttie Universalis: 
Church Sunday morning featured for­
mal dedication of the new Hammond 
Organ, and was attended by a con­
gregation well up to 200. The dedi­
catory exercise, written by Dr. Lowe, 
was entered into by pastor and con­
gregation. and followed directly after 
the usual church service In which Dr. 
Lowe gave a masterly address on 
"Living For Things." Miss Margaret 
O. Stahl, church organist, played at 
the beginning of the service “Echoes 
of Spring' by Friml, and "Fantasia 
on Duke Street" by Ralph Kinder, 
her work showing how readily she has 
grasped the technique of the instru­
ment. The beautiful rich tone and 
colorful effects completely won every - 
one present. The improvement tn 
j tonal effects commented upon may be 
explained by corrections made In the 
installation the day following the 
concert, doing away with alt vibration 
tending to a metallic sound. The old 
organ has been refinished with plain 
panel front, and with the Hammond 
console at the left gives the appear­
ance of a modern set-up.
Scout work, and his energy and popu­
larity have much to do with the suc­
cess of the movement in Penobscot 
County.
Roller polo is not quite sc dead as 
thc recent Boston Post article would 
have us believe. They seem to have 
a league in Massachusetts and Rhode 
I: land, for the sports editor finds in 
the Worcester Telegram a etory which 
tell# how Providence beat that city 
6 to 1. Familiar names in the Provi­
dence lineup are those of Steve Pierce 
Lcvegreen and Blount, all of whom 
used to come to Rockland in the 
happy days when Packard and 
Frank Allen were managing the sport 
here.
The newspaper cannot make 
ae ef announcement# of births, 
marriage* and deaths unless 
accompanied by the name of 
the sender.
Three licensed embalmere are 
available at all times at The 
Russell Funeral Home, including 
a lady embalmer.
Tickets to the skating field may be 
obtained at Chisholm's store or from 
L. Y. McRae $1 for the season. Oivc 
some poor youngster a winter's fun —
V. 156*13
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
Repaired, and Custom Set Building 
by expert engineer 
CROCKETT’S OARAGE 
Rockport. Phone 2390-Camdeo member 
National Radio Institute. 
Washington, D. C.
7-21-tf
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
. 135tf
Percale Party
ALL THIS WEEK
80 Square
• All Vat Dyes (Fast Color)
• Cut From Full Pieces
68x72 Count 12ic
17c to 19c
A few 80 Squares at 10c 
colors poor
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Maurice
FOR MITRAL BENEFIT
War"
Miss Eda Knowlton is visiting hcr 
sister Mrs Arthur L. Orne for a few 
weeks. Miss Knowlton, who has been 
minister's assistant at the First Bap­
tist Church of Winchester. Mas;., for 
the last eight years resigned last No­
vember from that church with the un­
derstanding that her resignation wa; 
to take effect on Jan. 1, 1936. Her 
resignation came as a great surprise 
to the Winchester Church, and every 
effort was made to show the apprecia­
tion of the Church for her services 
there The following is an excerpt 
from the Winchester Star of Jan. 10. 
On Monday evening. Dec. 30. more 
than 150 friends of Miss Knowlton 
gathered in the auditorium of the 
First Baptist Church at a reception 
held in her honor. The pastor. Rev. 
R. Mitchell Rushton. spoke words of 
appreciation of the splendid work 
Mias Knowlton had done during hcr 
eight years of service in the church. 
Frederick Emery, chairman of the 
Board of Deacons, spoke in behalf of 
the church, and in their name pre­
sented Miss Knowlton with a beauti­
ful wrist watch. Mias Knowlton was
LIBERTY
The first Farm Bureau of 1936 wa; 
held Thursday at thc home of Mrs 
Maude Burkill with 11 present. Thc 
project "Clothing and Acscessones" 
was under the supervision ol Mrs Ai- 
thena Tibbetts. A balanced meal was 
served at noon.
Warren Moody ycung son of Allen 
and Freda Moodv recently underwent 
a serious operation at the Bradbury 
Memorial Hospital.
The Sewing Circle will meet Jan. 
28 with Mrs Ruby Hoit
D. S. Walker cf New York arrived 
Saturday at his home here.
Mrs. C. H Bagiev recently visited 
her sister Mrs. Allen Harriman in 
Searsmont.
Maybe you are not going to sunny ] 
California or Florida, but you will 
want a box of this attractive RY 
RIO stationery with the Palm Tree 
in a variety of pastel shades. This 
unusual stationery, printed with your 
Name and Address in contrasting 
colors is especially priced now at 
per box. for 50 sheets and 50 envelopes 
See samples at once at The Courier-
also lhe redolent of many fine gifts Gazette office—adv. 
from the varitus organization.; of the 
church and church school.”
* Vales# you benefit from your 
dealings with this bank, there 
can be no permanent benefit 
for us It in good 
business and good 
banking for u a to
center our efforts upon rendering 
good service to you. We must 
think of our interests only as they 
are linked with yours ie This 
idea is firmly filed in tbe minds 
of every officer and employee of 
thi# bank. We ve trying earnestly 
to make this bank useful to you-
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
ANNOUNCEMENT •
We Are Pleaeed To Announce Our Appoint­
ment Aa Distributors For
KELLY SPRINGFIELD TIRES
Ask U» For Details
E. 0. PHILBROOK t SON
632 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND FHONE 466-W
BURPEE’S 
Funeral Service
AND
Funeral Pariors
Established 1840 
Licensed Embalmen and 
Attendant#
John O. Stevens, Alden Ulmer 
Emily W. Steven#, Arthur Andrew# 
Day or Night Telephone 
450
Representatives ln all large cities 
ln the United State# and Canada
AMBULANCE
Service is Instantly available. 
Experienced attendant# on dnty. 
Day and Night Telephone
450
Ml MALI 8T, ROCKLAND, ME.
M-«
BORN
West Rocknort. Dec 29. 
to Mr. and Mrs. r*^d Tolman. a
TOLMAN- At
daughter. Geraldine 
BLACK—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Jan 17. to Mr. and Mrs John A. Black.
(May Johnaton) a son. John Alden.
DIBS
PARSONS—At Waldoboro. Jan. 19. SadieI., wile of Levi Parsons, aged 85 years.
2 months. 29 days Funeral today at
1:30 o’clock from the residence. Jer- 
feraon street. Interment In Oerman 
cemetery
BI8BEB—At Rockland. Jan. 19. Emma
H . Widow of late Joseph Bisbee, used
#1 years. 7 months. 23 days, runeral |
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from 54
Brewster street. Interment ln Warren. 
BROWN-At Thomaston. Jan 20
Byantha A. widow of Oeorge H
Brown, aged 72 years. 4 months. 6 
days. Funeral Wednesday at Llnco'n- 
vllle from residence of Mrs Lucy 
Knight. Interment In Youngtown 
cemetery
MONTGOMERY—At Warren Jan 21.
Darius W Montgomery, aged 78 ;ea>».
5 months. 22 days. Funeral Thursday 
at 2 o'clock from A. D. Davis 45 Cons 
chapel. Interment In Cuahlnc.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all who rendered as­
sistance and for floral offerings sent 
during my recent bereavement.
Joseph H. Doane
Portland i •
SPECIAL FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
Why risk your hair for a small amount of money 
difference?
With this ad you can have onr 
regular $9.00
Steam Oil Push-up 
Permanent Wave for
$5.98
If your hair is not becoming to you, 
you'd better be coming to us!
7?
AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME. TEL $26
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Every-Other-Daf
Traveling Around America
ART OF WHITTLING 
MAY BE RESTORED
w-
AT THE PARK WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
SEE ODD CREATURES 
IN DESERT SPACES
W/iaf Are They Listening To?
Important in Building of 
Engineer Models.
A CORN
’T'lllS tassel-topped, beruffled-look- 
* Ing building is a corn keener— 
Mexican version of a silo.
Corn bas always been an impor­
tant item on Mexican menus; and 
the success ot the crop, one ot the 
chief concerns ot the prehistoric 
peoples who first Inhabited the 
country. To placate the maize gods 
and to Insure good crops many 
strange festivals were held, some of 
which are still observed and are 
among the most interesting sights 
to be enjoyed by travelers visiting 
Mexico on the fortnightly rail-water 
trips to the Spanish Americas and 
Mexico.
In the Spring, tor instance, a 
festival called “The Great Watch" 
was held In honor o' the head god 
dess of maize. Chicomecobuatl, or
KEEPER
"Seven Serpent"—the serpent sym­
bolizing water so necessary to the 
growth of crops. At the beginning 
ot the festival the natives would 
collect young stalks from the maize 
growing in the fields, decorate them 
with Bowers and convey them into 
the village "community house." 
Then the yohng maidens of the vil­
lage would bring sheaves of the 
previous season s corn, for the god­
dess' blessing, returning them to 
the “corn keepers” so that they 
might be used as seeds to raise 
future crops. In the homes during 
the festival, baskets of food were 
kept in front of the image ot the 
goddess—each basket surmounted 
by a cooked frog, also symbol ot 
water, which was later sacrificed 
and buried so that it might refresh 
the soil.
Photo bwi Lt*o -
A "MONTE CARLO” IN AMERICA
Columbus. Ohio. — The nrt of 
whittling, once a favorite hobby of 
men and boys with “time on their 
hands,” but now almost forgotten, 
may be revived to become an inter­
esting and useful profession—that 
of building models for engineering 
purposes.
That's the opinion of Samuel T. 
Carpenter, for the last two years a 
member of the engineering faculty 
at Ohio State university and now on 
the stafT at Swarthmore college, 
whose views were expressed In an 
article written for the Engineering 
Experiment Station News, published 
at Ohio State university.
According to Carpenter, the engi­
neer who Is handy with a knife has 
a distinct advantage with the In 
creased use of models In engineer­
ing. And he adds, "Model engineer­
ing Is In its Infancy.”
"Building models has often been 
thought a hobby, the making of un 
elegant sailing ship for the mantel- 
piece being the goal of every home 
craftsman. It bas become much 
more," Carpenter said.
"The hobby followers have uncon­
sciously developed their art of rep­
resenting detail to the point where 
engineers, beset with problems of 
analysis and verification, have elect­
ed to use models to help them In 
their calculations.”
He cited as examples the San 
Francisco-Oakland bridge and Boul­
der dam, both of which were veri­
fied hy models.
In the old days of engineering, 
Carpenter said, much construction 
was done on the "make and break” 
or “shot in the dark" plan. This 
wag costly and the final results un­
predictable. Now, through the use 
of models, engineers are more cer­
tain of results, be claimed
I
Charlotte Wynters and Richard Arlen in "The Calling ot Dan 
Matthews."—adv.
UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by “Movie Spotlight”
Qoldw-tuiirtd, p 
blui-Oftd,
JEAN 
ARTHUR
’1’UERE'S as much excitement 
• here when the wheels turn, as 
there is In Monte Carlo.
This Is the Casino at Vina del Mar 
—a swanky, cosmopolitan place 
where roulette, baccarat. (Cbemin 
de ter. as this most exciting of 
games Is known elsewhere) and 
practically every other game of 
chance ls in order every night In 
addition to the large gaming saloon 
which has eighteen roulette tables, 
there are libraries, drawing rooms, 
dining rooms and a cabaret theater, 
which will seat 1200 people.
This Casino, a magnificent new 
hotel just opened, and nearby bath­
ing resorts are fast bringing Vina 
del Mar to the front as one of f-e
world's leading lidos—the Biarritz 
ot the New World. It is located half­
way down the coast of Chile about 
six miles from Valparaiso, a port 
visited regularly by luxurious ships 
sailing weekly between New York 
and South America's West Coast.
It Is in “Vina" that the elite of 
Chile spend the summer--thelr vil­
las set in gorgeous gardens and 
protected from view by high stone 
fences reach down almost to the 
ocean; and in front of them, the 
glistening beaches with their prom­
enades and bathhouses follow the 
outline of the sea. During the sum 
mer season from January to March 
races are in full swing which attract 
sportsmen from all ov®r the world.
Protect Married Men in
“Balm" Suit in Britain
London. — A married man In 
England Is safe from breach ot 
promise action even If he has been 
granted a preliminary divorce de­
cree.
The Court of Appeals has so de­
creed, upholding a decision of a low­
er court.
Miss Emily Fender, pretty twen- 
tv-seven-year-old brunette, a former 
nurse, brought a breach jI promise 
action against Sir Anthony St. John- 
Mlldmay.
Sir Anthony admitted he had 
made the promise to marry the 
plaintiff.
Miss Fender was awarded $10,000 
by a Jury ln the King's Beuch di­
vision.
Justice Hawke overruled the 
award, declaring lie could not sus­
tain a promise of marriage made 
between the date of a decree nisi 
and the date when the decree was 
to be made absolute.
Asserting such a promise was 
contrary to public policy, the Justice 
pointed out it was possible for the 
wife of Sir Anthony to change her 
mind and appeal to her husband for 
a reconciliation.
The Court of Appeal received the 
case and upheld the decision of Jus-
' tlce Hawke.
Permission was granted Miss 
Fender to appeal to the house of 
lords, the Supreme court of the 
land. She announced she would 
probably take this step.
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A King Listens While He Rides
-rkola Gratt Liat •
PLAZA IN AN ABANDONED CAPITAL
99 Out of Each 100 Are
Found to Be Law-Abiding
Washington.—Approximately one 
person In a hundred committed a 
crime in the United States during 
the first nine months of 1033, the 
federal bureau of investigation re­
ported after a study of police de­
partment records in 1.388 cities.
The cities represented a popula­
tion of 96,613,391, and reported 
crimes were 549,955.
The bureau reported that crime 
rates were "considerably higher" In 
cities of more than 100,000 Inhab­
itants.
Examination of 292,530 arrest 
records showed that 57.033 were for 
persons under twenty-one. The most 
dangerous age was found to be nine­
teen years. More than a third of 
the total arrests were of persons 
under twenty-five years,
Eleven out of every hundred ar­
rested were women.
I J PON the hills of Guatemala in 
the shadow of ML Agua is an 
ex-capital city which was aban­
doned almost overnight. It is An­
tigua, old Spanish capital of Guate­
mala. a city which was once 
adorned by some of the most beau­
tiful edifices ever erected by the
Spaniards in the New World. Some 
years ago It was destroyed and its 
Inhabitants almost ln a body desert­
ed the place, moving on to the site of 
present-day Guatemala City where 
they established a new capital Only 
a few Spanish families remained 
and some ot the native Indians.
The natives set up housekeeping 
among the remnants of the half- 
ruined churches of which there
were some fifty or sixty, and they 
may be seen today living in the sim­
ple manner of their ancient for­
bears. The Spaniards who remained 
built lovely little pastel-shaded 
houses which lend a rainbow glow 
to the tree-shaded patios and vine- 
covered walls.
Both old and new capitals are 
approached through San Jose, port 
of call for ships making fortnightly 
cruises between New York, the 
Spanish America, and California. 
Marketplaces ln this town and the 
Indian villages nearby offer a per­
fect picture of the p’.mltive life fol­
lowed by many of the Indian tribes 
which comprise sixty percent of the 
republic's population.
TREE-RIPENED. SUN-COLORED
INDIAN RIVER FRUIT
ORANGES. GRAPEFRUIT. TANGERINES—DELIVERED PRICES
Ten Commandments
of Indians Given
Oscoda, Mich.—Rev. John Si­
las. Methodist minister and a 
chief of the Indians here, says 
that the Chlppewas of old also 
had their Ten Commandments, 
which he quotes as follows:
1— Never steal, except from an 
enemy.
2— Respect the aged and heark­
en to them.
3— Be kind to the sick and de­
formed.
4— Obey your parents.
5— Be modest.
6— Be charitable.
7— Be of good courage, suffer 
in silence.
8— Avenge personal and fam­
ily wrongs.
9— Be hospitable.
10— Pray to the Great Spirit.
DOES His Majesty, the King nf Iraq, driving through Baghdad 
In his Pbllco radio-equipped auto­
mobile. compare his modern trans­
portation with that ot the fabulous 
Magic Carpet of Baghdad?
The Magic Carpet anticipated 
modem transporatlon methods In 
Its conquest of distance, but to the 
modem mind leaves much to be 
desired In that It offered, alas, 
transportation sans music.
Now airplanes are provided with i 
radio, most of our finest trains are’ 
radio-equipped, and 29 automobile; 
manufacturers offer Phllco as 
standard optional equipment on all' 
cars. It is not surprising therefore 
that the modem minded King ol 
Iraq, who already had seven re Itos 
(or his personal use le tbe palace.
HU Sfajxty. Kina Ohatt it>n 
Xeual of Iraq.
should have ordered another Phll­
co installed In a recently purchas­
ed automobile.
THFX-VSHORTEST ROA
Fancy Pack, full box ......... Sti.00
Itoif box ............................ 3.25
Standard Pack, full box ....  $5.50
Half box............................. 2.90
Perfect Delivery Guaranteed—
"Daily Diet"1 (smaller fruit)
Full box ....................    $4.00
Half box ............................ 2.25
Tangerines, quarter box ....  $2.00
Shipping Season Through April
TO
RESULTS
He who rings door bells looking 
for a Job. a room or any desired ob­
jective follows a slow, circuitous 
route indeed. Our Want-Ad columns 
not only locate these prospects for 
iou but also assure an immediate 
interview with an Interested pros­
pect at the greatest saving of time 
and effort.
COCOA,
THE MAINE CITRUS GROVE
Norman L. Wolf 
BOX 756 FLORIDA
4‘lt
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Phone 770 Ad-Taker
Good and Evil Spirits Hold 
Forth, Arabs Say.
New York.—Deserts are not all 
barren wastes, writes Ameen 111- 
clianl In Asia Magazine. Nor are 
they all empty spaces. Some are 
Inhabited by fumlliur and unfamiliar 
creatures, and others are the liuunts 
of un influential but Invisible race. 
To Hie Arab there are communities 
of spirits In the desert—spirits, 
good and evil, to coinfort or dis­
tress, to rescue or annihilate. That 
is why, In Ills travels, lie is a man 
of many moods, gay, pious, poetic, 
anecdotal, silent. That is why he 
sings, prays, recites poetry, tells of 
Ids exploits or wakes his way 
through a vast maze of uncertain­
ties in hushed apprehension.
Notiiing Is more reassuring and 
more impressive, more fertile of I 
soul-romfort, than prayer in the 
desert. And nothing is more ade­
quate ln prayer tl.-ii the closing 
words of the opening chapter of 
the Koran, always on tlie tongue 
ami In the heart of every Arab: 
"Lead us in the right path, not the 
path of those who go astray." In­
deed, no damnation is surer nnd 
swifter in action than that of gclug 
astray in the desert.
All Have Character.
Every desert has a name, a char­
acter, un influence of its own. Some 
are Inviting, some are withholding, 
others are forbidding; some have 
tlie power to charm, some to tantal­
ize, others.to destroy. The Arab 
calls them by name, now tenderly, 
now gruffly, In soothing or com­
manding accents. He is their mas­
ter, their familiar and their slnve. 
lie apostrophizes them as he does 
his camel or his horse.
The great deserts of Arabia are 
the Palma, with Its level white 
sands; the Nufouds, with their red 
dunes; the various fiat, gritty 
llamads; the arid, volcanic Harrat 
Kbaibar and that vast, little known 
stretch of sands In the south which 
Is called Rub* ulKhall, or the “Va­
cant Quarter."
No oue In Arabia could tell me 
what the name "Dahna" Implies or 
how It originated. Even Arab au­
thors are in confusion about it.
The Pahna meanders like a river 
through the heart of Arabia, be- 
tweeu oases that are here and there 
wi|liin view of each other, between 
arid plains anil green pastures, and 
not far in places from some of the 
principal cities of N'ejd. In its ser- 
|M*ntining course It Is about 700 
miles long, connecting the Vacant 
Quarter In Ihe south with the Great 
Nnfoud In tbe northwest. It Is no 
more than 100 Miles across in the 
widest places, and It narrows down 
In others to a few miles.
Fear th« Dahna.
The Arab fears Ihe Palma, though 
there Is hardly • spot in It which 
is unknown to lyim. In the first 
place, it is to him the haunt of the 
jinn. Some of the jinn may be of 
the beneficent kind, may be Mos­
lems. Nevertheless, he fears them, 
because they are not always recog­
nizable at first sight. In the second 
place, the trails of the Palma are 
sometimes concealed, covered with 
sand. A gust of tbe simoon can 
hide the trail in a few hours. In­
deed, the wind nnd the jinn are 
alike in tbeir treachery. There is 
a third reason for the Arab's fear; 
for. with the trail bidden, he may 
go lengthwise through the Pahoa 
and never come to Its end. Ills sup­
ply of water Will give out; and both 
he and his stock. If lie happens to 
have a fiock of sheep or a herd of 
sheep or a herd of camels with him. 
will perish of thirst. That is why 
this desert is seldom crossed with­
out a guide.
Like the Pahna the Nufouds ("nu- 
fottd” is plural of nafd, meaning 
heap) are sand deserts, and there 
are more of them than any Euro­
pean has ever seen. I. myself, have 
traveled through seven Nufouds, 
crossing the smallest in three hours 
and thp biggest In one day. They 
are all known by their names to the 
Arabs of central Arabia, and none 
of them is feared. Yet the crossing, 
on account of the dunes, which rise 
In places to a height of 800 feet, is 
not so easy as it is in the Palma.
British Expedition Will
Hunt Cleopatra’s Temple
London.—Efforts to trace remains 
of Cleopatra's temple, which the 
Egyptian queen built in honor of 
the birth of her son, will be made 
by a British expedition which will 
leave for Luxor shortly.
Oliver Myers, leader of the Sir 
Robert Mond expedition of the 
Egypt Exploration society, slso 
hopes to get further information 
about an Incident civilization at Ar- 
mant, which, it is believed, was con­
nected with that of the peoples of 
the south Sahara, as far west as 
Tlmbuctoo.
Talking Found to Fill 
13 Years of Life at 70
Nice, France.—The average per­
son who lives to be seventy spends 
23 years of his life asleep.
That ls the estimate of a scien­
tific committee set up here to In­
quire how people occupy tlieir lives.
Apart from sleep, the committee's 
report states that the average per­
son talks for 13 years, eats for six 
years, spends 23 years in pleasure 
aud washes for 18 mouths.
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rpHE radio program coming to 
A them over their Phllco as they 
listen backstage Is very real to 
these three youthful aura of stage 
and screen—Frankie Thomai. Mary 
McQuade and Chartta Bauer of the 
caat of “Remember the Day.” Their 
Intent expressions tend to support 
the findings of educators and child 
training experts: that radio listen­
ing ranks high among children's 
favorite Interests.
To what are they listening? To 
what should they listen? These 
are the questions that Interest all 
parents who wish to guide their 
children In the selection of those 
radio programs best suited to their 
Individual needs and interests
From the wealth of children's 
programs currently broadcast over 
the major networks, tbe Child 
Study Association of America has 
selected worthwhile programs suit­
able to various age levels and va­
rying Interests. These, together 
with suggested criteria, designed 
to aid parents In evaluating simi­
lar programs broadcast by local 
stations throughout the country, 
have just been published by The 
Radio Institute of the Audible Arts, 
founded by Phllco Radio 4 Tele­
vision Corporation to stimulate 
wider appreciation of worthwhile 
programs on the air, and to encour­
age fuller utilisation of the radio.
Tbe Institute's findings would In­
dicate that children require ready 
access to a radio, and an opportu­
nity to develop judgment and dis­
crimination by choosing, with guid­
ance. what shall or shall not be 
beard over their radio. Copies of 
the Child Study Association's bul­
letin ot Radio Programs for Chll- 
Jdren may be bad. free of charge, 
1 upon request to The Radio Insti­
tute of tbe Audible Arts, 80 Broad- 
jway. New York City.
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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HORIZONTAL 
1-To rule arrogantly 
7-Mature 
S-Units
10-Ensigns
14-Clear of
16- Con junction
17- Organ of body
19- Paradise
20- Raited
22- Cross bar on which
a wheel turns
23- Strike gently
24- Cause
26- Vim
27- Assitt Ly
29-Title
31- Ltase ,
32- Man's name
33- Small child 
3S-Retignt, as an
appointment 
38-Mi Ik (Lit.)
40-Equal
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
41- Tra versed in a
vehicle
42- Existed
43- Father
45-The (FT.)
47- Performed
48- Aleovee
52- Frog (Lat.)
53- Greek god of love
54- Storekeeper
VERTICAL
1- Sag
2- A jar
3- Adult males
4- Eternity
5- Combimng form.
Within
6- Retidence (abbr.) 
9-Town in Poland
11-Qirl’a name 
, 12-Greek god of war
VERTICAL (Cont.)
13- Dim
14- Replied sharply
15- Left
17- Banished
18- Superseded
20- Nieer
21- Give
24-Sever
26-Seizet suddenly
28-Exist
30-Pronoun
34- Egg shaped
35- Underground
animal
37-Date in Roman 
calendar
39-Melody 
44-Smooth (Phon.) 
46-A woods plant
48- Butt
49- Vehicle
50- Ocean
51- Drunkard
(Solution to previous puade)
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Smart In Gay Stripes
r
During January, Printed Stationery 
with your Name and Address or 
Monogram actually costs less than 
plain paper and envelopes Sec 
camples at The Couriet-Gazette office 
of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VELLUM 
which is offered for the month of 
January only—100 Sheets and Enve­
lopes—for only $1.00. Better buy 
boxes and boxes of it!—adv.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND HTBT Co. 
Service to Vlnalhaven, North Haven. 
Stonington. Isie au Haul, Swan'i 
Island and Frenchboro 
Effective Oct. 1, 1935 
Winter Service IBM-1838 
Dally Except Bunday 
(Subject to Change Without Notice) 
Eastern Standard Time 
Retd Down Read Upa. m. r. it
8.30 Lv. Swan'i Island. Ar. 6.00
8.30 Lv. Stonington. Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 330
4.18 Lv. Vlnalhaven, Ar. 2.48
9.30 Ar. Rockland, Lv. 1.30
130-tt
New York-Paris Fatkiona
HERE Is a very smart and at­tractive frock for resort wear, 
made of a new rayon fabric In a 
fine stripe Jersey texture. It Is one- 
piece and is worn with white acces­
sories, including hat, shoes, belt, 
and swagger bag of Pyralln. The 
(rock comes in green, black and 
white stripes as well as In tones of 
blue, of brown and of red.
+♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦+++++++++•: T+++
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34,500 LOSE LIVES 
IN HOME ACCIDENTS
Exceeded Only by Highway* 
in Casualty Roll.
Washington.—Next to tho public 
highway, the home Is about the ipost 
dangerous place frequented by the 
people of the United States.
Beginning un Inquiry Into our ns-' 
tlonul extent und economic cost of 
all types of accidents, in connection' 
with the President's program of 
casualty prevention, Josephine 
Roche, assistant secretary of the 
treasory, observed that It whs estl- 
muted 34.500 persons were killed in 
home accidents Inst year, a number, 
second only to motor vehicle futal- 
I ties.
The survey w’lll be conducted by 
the public health service with PWA 
fuuds.
The National Safety council estl 
muted that more than 190,000 per­
sons were permanently disabled In 
home accidents and that 5,000,000 
were temporarily disabled Inst year. 
These accidents Included falls, 
burns, explosions, cuts, asphyxia­
tion, poisoning und electrical shocks.
Miss Roche said that enumerators 
are now engaged in a house-to- 
house canvass, covering 750,000 fam­
ilies in lit states. The compiled 
data will indicate the frequency of 
various types of accidents in cities, 
small towns and rural areas und 
among families of various economic 
levels.
“Ixtaniing all the necessary facts 
la the first step toward solving the 
problem of home accidents," Miss 
Roche said. "They are costly to 
the community but their cost falls 
largely uixin the victims and tlieir 
families rather than upon an Indus­
try or other specific activity.
"Records are silent about the 
breaking up of homes when acci­
dents disable men and women lu 
the prime of life. We have no wit­
nesses to tlie cruel burden on the 
disabled bread winner or of the sac­
rifices made by relatives.
“It Is our hope to provide this In­
formation through the public health 
inventory. With this material at 
hand we will be in a better position 
to determine both the seriousness 
and the cause of such accidents, and 
to meet the problem, ns the problem 
of occupational accident* is uow be­
ing met.’’
f-
St. Louis Group Enlists 
70 as Donors of Blood
St. Louis, Mo.—An organization 
known as the "Blood Donors' Benev­
olent Society of St. Louis" was es­
tablished here a few years ago and 
today claims a memliership of 70.
W. It. Goodman conceived the- 
Idea, and now at any hour of the 
day or night men or women of this 
voluntary band will rush to a hos­
pital to aid gome patient
Goodman tell* this story of the 
group's founding:
"I used to take my Sunday school 
class to the city hospital to visit 
patients who might be lonely. Soon 
the doctor* got to know us and once 
or twice asked us If we would give 
blood for some patient who couldn't 
afford to pay for transmission. —
"So I thought It would take less 
running around If I got a list ready 
of people who would give their 
blood free. I talked to one of the 
doctors and he said he didn't think 
I could do It, but If I could get the 
people he'd be glad to test them 
and classify their blood.”
Goodman enlisted 35 frlpnds. A 
total of 109 transfusion* have been 
made by members and In 50 per cent 
nf the cases the patient has left the 
hospital well.
PLAN HUGE LINERS 
FOR U, S. SERVICE
Ship* Would Revolution­
ize Transatlantic Travel.
New York. — Two "super-cabin 
liners" for the American merchant 
marine—ships of such size and 
speed that they would revolutionize 
transatlantic travel as It Is now 
known—have been designed and 
their construction proposed by I'aui 
W. Chapman, banker and former 
president of the United States lines.
As designed by Chapman und his 
associates each ship would have a 
displacement of 100,000 tons, a 
length of 1,250 feet, a beam of l-tl 
feet, a cruising speed of 34 knots 
with 4 knots reserve power and 
would accommodate 1,000 passen­
gers, exclusively cabin class.
First Tim* Designed.
Ships of this magnitude have 
heretofore existed only In the 
dreams of the shipping world, hut 
have never yet been built or even, 
as far us is known, designed.
As compared with the French 
liner Normandie, now the largest 
ship In service, these proposed ves­
sels would be roughly 20 (ter cent 
larger In all specifications except 
speed, and would carry more than 
100 per cent more passengers. 
They also would be larger than the 
Queen Mary, England's latest 
giant of the seas, now nearing com­
pletion.
If put Into operation In the North 
Atlantic they would compete with 
all passenger ship* except the larg­
est and fastest luxury liners, nnd 
because, as proposed, they would 
make weekly sailings, crossing the 
ocean in four days at a standard 
rate of $50 per passenger, the doom 
of the smaller passenger ships 
might easily be seen.
Demand for Liner*.
Chapman said:
“The great demand today Is for 
ships like these. They must be 
built, and they will be built by 
some one. The question Is, shall 
we, who contribute 85 per cent of 
the transatlantic passenger traffic, 
construct them first, or let some 
foreign nation do It?"
Tbe cost ot constructing and 
equipping both ships, estimated at 
$100,000,000, was suggested by tlie 
Chapman organization to he ad­
vanced by the federal government, 
to be paid bark to the government 
by the operating company which 
chartered the vessels In annual pay­
ments of $10,000,000 for ten years
I
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Irked Sergeant Keep*
Warrant for Ten Year* 1
New Haven, Conn.—The most Joy i 
ous moment in the long career of | 
Sergt. James J. (Scoop) O’Brien will 
come when he finally serves the 
warrant he has been carrying for 
ten years.
It’s not tbe fugitive so much as 
his "insolence" that strengthens 
O'Brien's determination.
Always one step ahead of the 
law, the fugitive has faithfully kept 
tbe sergeant posted as to his where­
abouts. Hi* latest "Insult” came 
from Paris in the form of a post­
card which read:
“Dear Simp: Having a good 
time. Glad you’re not here."
On the reverse side was a picture 
of a youngster wearing boxing 
gloves and a notation:
“I'm the champion. Come over 
and take me some time."
Riddle of Delphi Oracle
Still Baffle* Solution
Delphi, Greece.—The riddle of 
the oracle here, which was known 
throughout the aDcient world for It* 
prophecies, remains unsolved al­
though excavations and research in 
the ancient city have gone on for 
more than forty year*.
According to the story of the ori­
gin of the oracle. Its site was dis­
covered by a goat herder, who 
found his herd crying and prancing 
wildly about a chnsm from which 
issued a stream of Intoxicating air. 
The cavern has disappeared in mod­
ern times, or else never existed.
Many archeologists today hold to 
tlie last theory, despite records left 
by the ancient geographer Strabo 
and the Greeks themselves. Some, 
on the other hand, believe It wa* 
filled in with debris after the tem­
ple connected with It was demol­
ished, toward the end of the Fourth 
century. Another theory ha* It that 
the cavern was closed by an earth­
quake.
Score* of traveler* Tlsltlng Del­
phi to see the ruins continue to 
search for the chasm, basing their 
hopes on ancient writing about tlie 
procedure* before the oracle gave 
it* prophecies. According to these 
records, the priestess In charge did 
not prophesy until she had breathed 
the air of the chasm and became 
Intoxicated by It. A priest then 
took down her words, later putting 
them Into verse. Thus the message 
of the oracle was given out
i way ing Walk Assist*
in Catching Husband
New York.—Girls who sway when 
hey walk probably will get married 
nd live happily ever after. Those 
rbo walk In a straight line are like- 
y to be old maid*. That Is the 
onclusion of Prof. William H. 
Hake of Howard Mann school, who 
ias studied posture for 25 years.
Unique Clock Found in
Hawaii Wa* Queen’s Gift
Honolulu.—Recent discovery In 
Hawaii of an extraordinary clock 
given by Queen LUIuokslani to a 
church In 1890 recalled days when 
Hawaii was a monarchy rather than 
an Integral part of the United 
States. Liliuokalani was the last 
royal ruler or the Islands, now 
American territory.
The royal gift is a round wall 
clock, 32 Inches ln diameter. Fig­
ures around the outside nf the 24- 
inch dial are numbered 1 to 31, tell­
ing the day of the month. An eight- 
inch dial above the center tells the 
hour* and minutes, but instead of 
the numeral* the 12 letters In the 
queen's i»«me record the hours. An­
other dial gives the phase* of the 
moon. A still smaller dial indicate* 
years and leap years. The complete 
device is operated by a single spring.
WEST ROCKPORT
A public supper under the auspers 
of Mt. Pleasant Grange will be held 
at the hall Thursday followed by a 
social. With Robert Oxtcn as the new 
• master, a successful year Is In view for 
that organization.
Mrs Margaret Andrews entertained 
the Tuesday Club recently. The 
| hostess this week is Mrs. Oliver 
Holden
Mr and Mrs. Donald Tolman and 
J family were guests Sunday of Mrs.
, Tolman's parents, Mr and Mrs H 
M. Watts in East Unicn.
Mr. and Mrs Henry Lamson have 
jretumed from Boston where Mr. 
Lamson received surgical treatment 
; at the Deaconess hospital.
Arnold Salmalnen who was Injured 
I in an automobile accident recently Is 
able to be out again but is s: me what 
lame.
I Mrs. M J. Oxton who has been I 
rooming on Union street in Rcckland. 
has moved to the home of Mrs Nina 
Gardner on Willow street.
At a recent reml-public installa­
tion of the officers of the Grange held 
at the hall many friends in the com- 
i munity as well as members were 
present. James Dornan of East Union 
was Installing officer, with three lady 
assistants from Pioneer Grange A' 
short program of tengs bv members 
of the local 4-H Club contained sing­
ing by Arlene Keller and Charlene 
Heald. remarks by Mr. Dornan and 
others. Refreshments were served 
and the remainder of the evening de­
voted to dancing.
SAVE FUEL 
BAKE QUICKLY
Put In your kitchen one of the new
GLENWOOD
RANGES
Grateful Stork*
Madrid.—Every day a stork and 
its two young ones tap on the door 
of a cottage in Hides, a village in 
Aragon, Spain. A year ago tlie 
peasants found the stork with a 
leg broken. They cared for It 
until It tleiv away to tlie South
Now the stork Iihs returned with 
its young. They call each day at 
the cottage to “show their grati­
tude,” the villagers say.
Woollegging It Latest
Marine City, Mich.—Tbe latest in 
smuggling I* the bootlegging of raw- 
wool. United States customs offi­
cers recently seized 1,000 pounds of 
scoured wool In a cottage at Brosd- 
brldge Beach, uear Algonac, and ar­
rested a woman whose name they 
are withholding. The wool, which 
can be bought for 15 cent* a pound 
In Canada, sells on the Detroit mar­
ket at 36 cents. The best range that can be made. 
Trade In Your Old Range
'RENT/
WANT-ADS
The Courier-Gazette is offering a j 
Special value In Engraved Visiting 
Cards. 100 White or Ivory Engraved 
Visiting Cards from your own plate, 
,$1.00. 100 Engraved visiting Cards,
paneled, from your own plate, $1.18.
$59
Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish
Burpee Furniture Co.
Priced from
ROCKLAND, ME.
up
llltf
We who make Camels 
and know Camel’s quality 
are confident you’ll like 
them! Camels are made
from COSTLIER
TOBACCOS!
• • •
IZ^Z<I
Camels are made from 
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE 
TOBACCOS -Turkish 
and Domestic — than any 
other popular brand.
masty/ease you, Ol iftey coiTyou A/orft/nai/
RAZORVILl.F
Maud Olcaton and Elizabeth Pres­
cott were recent day callers at the 
home of Lotta Jones.
Mrs. Lester Black who is ill. is rest­
ing more comfortably. Mrs. Hattie 
Nash of Pert Clyde is with her.
Harold Pitman has been confined 
to bed a few days as result of tooth 
extraction.
Mrs. Doris Miller, teacher, ar.d 
mother, Maud Overlook, are living 
ln Mrs. Clara Clark's house during 
the winter term.
Edith Ovcrlcck is with Mrs. Maud 
Merrifield as companion since the 
death of the latter's husband. Ly­
man Merrifield.
Arthur Johnston, Clarence Hibbert 
and son Gerald were surveying here 
recently to establish a line between 
the lots of Mr. Hibbert and Edith 
Overlook.
Installation of officers of O E. S 
Chapter will take place tomorrow 
night at the Masonic Hall. Washing­
ton. DDOM. Carrie Smith cf War­
ren will install.
Beniamin Lincoln is suffering from 
piotracted illness
E’.den Maddox Jr. of Burkettvllle is
Ella Lermond of Rcckport; nieces and 
nephews and a host tof friends.
Rev Jchn MacDonald of Rockland 
spoke at the funeral which was in 
charge of Mr. Flanders of Waldoboro. 
The Unicn Lodge of IOO F. attended 
in a body and Bliss Fuller. Alexander 
Fuller. Linwood Carroll and Eugene 
Caldcrwcod. of that order were bear­
ers. Interment was in Razorville 
cemetery.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Owen Roberts was hostess to 
Carver street Bridge Club Friday eve­
ning at her home.
A quarrymen's meeting, will be he'd 
tonight, Tuesday.
Mrs. Arthur Guilford went Satur­
day to North Castine accompanied by 
her niece Mrs Rrger Bartlett of Mad­
ison who has been her guest the past 
week.
Union Chuch Circle will serve a 
supper Thursday a' 5.30
A cake and candy sale to benefit 
Union Church circle, was held Satur­
day afternoon at Senter-Crane's 
store; $24 was netted. Mrs Frank 
Mullen, chairman, was assisted by 
Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson. Mrs Albert
Carver. Mrs. Harrv Coombs, Mrs. 
making his home at Mrs. Merrifield's Angus Hennlgar and Mrs Roy Nick- 
while attending High School at Wa'h- ersOn.
ington Mills. At her home Friday morning Mrs
• • • • i Lawrence Ames was given a surprise
Lyman F. Merrifield when the Mother and Daughter Club
In the death of Lyman (Fogleri arrived early and were all-day guests
Merrifield the town loses a highly es- 1 No boat to Rockland Thursday the 
teemed citizen and friend. He was first trip missed this winter, owing 
born ln Hope. Feb. 2. 1863. the son of to rough weather
Oeorge and Eveline (Swift) Merri-1 Mrs Ola Ames entertained the 
field, his early life having been spent Merry Twelve at a gift party Thurs- 
i in East Union. Later he worked sev- I day night featuring bridge and
eral years in the Whitinsville Machine 
Shop*. In Ma'sachusetts. While 
there he was a member of "The 
Rough-Riders."
In Providence, he was married April
luncheon.
Harvey Rossiter of Camden, was in 
town the past week
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter held 
its annual meeting Thursday night.
WEST WASHINGTON
Miss Ruth Lcnfest spent the week­
end with her schoolmate Miss Mil­
dred Bartlett.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Brooker (Flora 
Wellmani of Millinocket are the par­
ents of a son. born Jan. 11.
Recent callers at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Edeon Wellman were Mr 
and Mrs. Arthur Withee and Mr and 
Mrs. Walter Withee and son Oeorge.
Miss Marion Hibbert and Miss 
Georgia Hibbert are ill.
The Seniors of WHS. gave a box 
social and dar.oc at Light's Pavilion, 
last night.
Mrs. John Howard and family of 
Union were recent callers at the home 
of Mrs A. A. Bartlett.
Charlie Bowman and Fred Swett 
were Rockland visitors recently.
Mrs. Alton Wellman is caring for 
her daughter, Mrs Flora Brooker of 
Millinocket.
Mi&es Marion Hibbert and Mil­
dred Turner were recent visiters at 
the home of Misses Ruth Weeks and 
Rena Weeks of Farmingdale.
WASHINGTON
Miss Frances A. Crooker accom­
panied by Mrs. Lydia Morse and son 
I and Mrs. Maude Mank of North 
I Waldoboro, attended the State 
Grange Lecturers Conference Thurs- 
[ day ln Augusta.
B. H. Lincoln remains confined to 
his bed.
Charles P Hatch who ls boarding 
at Crooker's Inn spent the week end 
In Portland.
Mrs. Rena Crowell and son Charles 
j of Waldoboro, were callers Monday at 
j Crooker's Inn.
The condition of Ofrs. H. B. Kaler. 
who has been ill, shows little change.
MARTINSVILLE
Ted and his Hill Billies will present 
their show Friday at 8 p. m. at the 
Orange hall. The show was very sue- 
! cetsfully presented Dec 31 at Ten­
ant's Harbor.
I Ocean View Grange held its annual 
installation Tuesday. James Dornan 
and his aides of East Union conduct-
ing the formalities in an exemplary 
| manner. A tuffet lunch was served 
■ ar.d dancing followed
Mr. and Mrs Harold Hupper ob­
served their tenth wedding Anniver­
sary Wednesday evening by cn’.ertain- 
, Ing about 20 relatives.
Harding S. Cold. Jr. is visiting his 
grandmother in Rockland
Friends are grieved to learn of the 
death of Mrs. Amy Marshall, and the 
. demise of Mrs Nellie MacKenzie Is 
! ai'o the occasion cf sorrow
The Ladies' Circle met recently 
with Mrs. Margaret S.mmons, seven 
members being present.
Mrs. M J Harris Mr Fred Hooper 
and Mrs. Nelson Gardner are con­
fined to their homes by illness.
Miss Marguerite Watts is guest of 
Miss Agnes Holgerson.
Mrs. Rachel Crockett entertained 
the Farm Bureau Thursday.
I have several vacant rents, from 
$10 up; also one furnished apart­
ment. Robert Collins. 375 Main 
ftreet. Tel. 77 —adv 9-11
2. 1903 to Maud D. Jones of Washing- Most Excellent Orand High Priest 
ton. They settled cn the Amos Wilson E. H. Bradstreet w’as installing effl- 
place. which Mr. Merrifield bought cer. assisted by O. C. Lane as grand 
soon after his marriage, and lived captain of the host. New officers are 
there until his death. Deceased was H P.. Curtis Webster; King. E. H. 
a man of unsurpassed character and Bradstreet; scribe, L B. Dyer, cap- 
was always greatly interested in the ■ tain of host, E. M Hall; P. J„ L. W. 
education of young people and the Lane; treasurer, George Strachan, 
promotion of anything good. He had j tecretary, C. L. Boman; R A. C . Lc- 
become cultured through his own roy Ames; M of 3d V.. O. A. Lawry; 
efforts and greatly enjoyed and ap- M. of 2d V. O V. Drew; M of 1st V„ 
predated the finer thing of life cs-' E. A. Smalley; chaplain. O. C Lone; 
peclally good music and books. | trntinel. P. A. White; finance com- 
He was a respected member of mlttec. Curtis Webster, E. H. Brad-
Evening Star Grange of Washington. 
Whitinsville Lodge IO.OF. and Mt. 
Horeb Encampment of Union.
street, and L. B. Dyer.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge with
members of Star of Hope Ledge I. O.
Simple But Effective. RATES:
5>ngl* >2 »-JUJU
«U *OOM| «WT» |AT* 
****** wMbly Mt**
FLORIDA
rpilIS simple
A'ric York I'aris Fa.kioM 
and girlish model
Booklet
Application
H. II. Mase 
Managrr
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON
500 Rooms
RADIO 
5ERVID0R 
TUB ".SHOWER
*’ NORTH STATION
•a TRAIN- !./»»<■ ROOM’
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern in every way. 
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, 
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Mr. Merrifield had not been well; O. F. as guests, observed last Tuesday 
for many years, but his last Illness night the anniversary of Odd Fellow- 
lasted only about three weeks. The .ship ln America of which Thomas 
end ls thought to have been hastened Wlldley, was founder. A banquet was 
by the Injury which he received in ar. .served bv the 4 C's. Alex Christie, 
accident a year ago.
He is survived by his wife; a daugh­
ter Mildred; three brothers. Albert of 
Franklin. N. H.; Levi of Union and 
George of Appleton; a Mater. ,Mrs.
Herbert Cassie. James Calderwood 
and Fred Chilles. For entertainment, 
a game of baseball was played be­
tween the East and Westslders which 
resulted in victory for the latter team.
made of Congo Cloth, a spun 
rayon fabric, appears for the South­
ern season In all the popular colors. 
These suits are seen in ivory white, 
in several pastel tints, and in navy 
and dark brown. Besides the twill 
effect shown here, the fabric is 
seen In resort models with stripe* 
of self-color and also with an Inter­
esting grainy surface.
HOTEL
GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avenue 
Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
Y - - K
June til 
October
Hotel 
Maselyna 
Stamfora 
Del Co.
N. Y.
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It was just two years ago that John 
was complaining about monotony nt 
spending all of thr winter months at 
home. He mentioned a winter vaca­
tion, thought it just the thing. Rut . . .
It was a question ot 
money! How to save? 
How to save? I thought 
I’d give ad-shopptng a 
try ... heard it had 
worked tor others. So 
I started shopping In The 
Courier-Gazette.
It worked! The savings I made 
this way, shopping where the 
ads told me the values were 
biggest, grew in just two years 
U a bank account
large enough.
... to buy us thr glorious two 
weeks' vacation we're spending 
in Florida this winter! Two 
weeks ot tun in the South in­
stead of freezing in the North!
THOMASTON
Grace Chapter. O.ES.. meets Wed­
nesday evening, and following the 
regular session will hold a rehearsal 
of out-going and in-coming officers 
for installation Jan. 29
Mrs. Stonie Jameson cf Camden 
was a visitor Saturday at the Lucette.
A strong wind and swirling snow 
made the streets difficult to navigate 
Sunday, but all-night work with 
snowplows provided clear traveling 
the following day.
Hours of lively spor; will be offered 
basketball fans tonight when the fast 
Marne School of Commerce team of 
Bangor meets tlie local High School
boys. Thomaston High has won six 
out of eight games this season and 
hopes to win over the highly-touted 
visitors. The "Locals" will play the 
speedy Lincoln Academy Alumni fol­
lowing the first game, which starts at, 
7 30
The fifth annual Bridge World; 
Olympic will be held Feb. 4 ln this1 
town, which is honored as the only 
place in Knox County to hold this 
contest. Mrs. C. R Decker of Cushing j 
is in charge and mav be consulted 
relative to details.
At a meeting of the School Improve­
ment League of the secend and third 
grades of local schools. Donald Fogg 
12, of Rockland spoke interestingly
on "The Eskimos of Northern Green­
land" and displayed articles of bone 
and stapstone made by those peoples.
Orient Lodge. FAM holds its in­
stallation tonight.
The W C.T.U. meets Friday at 2.30 
with Mrs. Susie Newbert. High street
Mrs Marie Ingraham who has been 
ill. is improving. Her sister-in-law 
Mrs Margaret Williamson of Rock­
land is caring fcr her.
The Woman's Missionary Society 
ct the Federated Church invites 
everyone interested in its work to be 
present at the meeting in the vestry- 
today at 2 p. m. R?v Mr. Marstaller 
of the Littlefield Memorial Church 
will speak on "Peru." The Rockland
Circle is also invited. Refreshments 
will be served.
All local bridge players are being 
Invited to participate in the fifth 
annual world bridge Olympic to be 
held throughout the entire world. 
Feb 4. at 8:C1 p. in.. according to an 
announcement made today by (Mrs 
C. R. Decker, who has been selected 
by the Olympic Committee as gam*1 
captain for Thomaston.
The World Bridge Olympic is re­
garded as the most unique and in­
teresting event in bridge activities. 
Last year 65 countries were represen­
ted among the 200.000 people who 
played the same 16 hands at the same 
hour and the some minute. Thus
WATTS HALL
THOMASTON
“If I Had a Million”
Wth AU-Stay Cast, including 
W. C. FIELDS. JACK OAKIR 
CHARLES RUGGLES
ALSO BANK NITE
TUESDAY, JAN. 21
9-lt
STANDARD WEIGHTS 
By Bushel As Provided By 
Maine Statutes
Legal Notice
Knox. ss.
STATE OF MAINE
Superior Court 
In Equity 
No. 281
Theodore B La Polley 
vs.
La Fotle Shoppe. Inc.
Petition for creditors to prove claims 
. and order thereon
Respectfully represents Alan L. Bird. 
Receiver In the above entitled cause, and 
i asks that this Honorable Court fix a 
time for the proof of claims against said 
j corporation and that all creditors of 
said corporation be required within said 
time to present their claims for adjudl
In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements la thia oolumn not to 
exceed three Itnss Inaerted once for 25 
cents. three tlmee for 50 oento. Addi­
tional lines five cente each for one time. 
10 cents for three tlmee. SU words 
make a line.
* *•* ***********
LOST AND FOUND
DOLLAR bill lost on Jan 11 between 
P O. and Berry Engine House. Finder u n Clai t l-' nottfv Carrier Dent of The
ALAN L BIRD 
Receiver
Date at Rockland. Maine 
January 11. 1930
the foregoing ^petition, lt Is
CUPS 
TO A 
POUND
year's hands have been selected by
22 of America's foremost bridge play- • vMed by Sectlon „ of the Revt„d 
ers. For each of the 16 hands these 1 Statutes as amended by Public Laws 
master minds of contract bridge have i of 1916 and Public Laws of 1918. Cut 
decided correct bidding and play, and “ out and Keep fo^reference.
If a player reaches the correct final j Bushel-Pounds
contract, and plays his cards correct- Apples 44
________ <8
__________ 60
__________ 56
________ 18
_________ 58
I ORDERED
That the creditors of La Folle Shoppe 
[ Inc be and they hereby are required to 
.... present their claims against said cor-Standard^weight per bushel as pro- poration supported by affidavit and to 
‘ file the same in this Court or with the 
Receiver on or before the first day of 
June. 1934. and that all claims not ao 
presented are and tball be forever
ly. he has scored a PAR. Players do Apples, dried
not compete against opponents, or Barley ---------------------------------
any of the 200 000 entries in the event 5ean’ 7*.--------------------------------
but against a par result. Past Olym- Beans, shell _____________ ____
j pics have proved that it is impossible Beans. Soy ___________ ..............
for anyone, whether a skilled player Bea’Js- acarlet or white runner, 
of a beginner, to play these hands
without improving his game.
Foremost among the attractive
prizes are the two famous 610,000 
World Championship trophies. In 
addition to these, 532 beautiful silver Beet Greens 
trophies will be awarded permanent- Blackberries 
ly to those who win the champion- Brln^anTshorto'
ship of every country, state and pro- Buckwheat *.....
\lnce. Carrots
Another feature of the event, the 20rn- ^ra'<'ke<* ~
Oljmpic Committee announces, will cranberries
be an analysis of the correct bidding Currants ...........
and play of every hand by Ely Cul- dandelions -----
bertson. Following the Olympic Mr F?ax«ei'd
Culbertson's analysis will be sent to Hair .................
everyone who took part in the Olym-' Kale -------------
pic regardless of the part of the 
world ln which they participated.
All players who are interested
pole
Beans, string 
Beans. Windsor (broad)
Beets __________ _______
Beets, mangel-wurzel .... 
Beets, sugar *...*._.**. 
Beets, turnip. _ _
in
AN ORANGE and brown Jockey cap 
lost on Summer street Monday. Wind 
blew cap on to running board of a 
pa«slng car. NORMA HAVENER 305 
Broadway 9-11
BULL puppy lost, blue eyes, white 
spot on back Answers to Moby Dick. 
Reward ELZADA NORTH. 15 Beech 
street. 9-11
NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss 
_ of deposlc book numbered 4446 and the
bk?r»d~Md'that'oS or'before flvTdaJii °»“" ot
after said date the Receiver and all w,,h ,h* l*“,*ln" ,h*accordance it t e Provision of t e State Uw SECURITY TRUST CO Rock-other 
to sue!
Jectlona to any which should not be - ...
aUowed; that the Court may thereafter _ _ _ _ _ _ _______******
make decree allowing or disallowing tbe U * * ,
claims filed. ’ —- -.■■■■.* *
Said Receiver shall notify each known 1 14/ ANTI* II I
creditor to prove hls claim on or before » »» sals 1 144/ .
June 1. 1936 and publish an abstract of L*************** 
this petition with a copy of this order
thereon once a week for three successive i RELIABLE man wanted, steady work, 
weeks in the Courler-Oazette. the lart good pay. to call on fanners In Knox 
publication to be at least three month » ] County No experience or capital needed
remin^comr^tn*;nre ! land By ENS1QN OTIS, Receiver
---- *—— 50 before said first day of June 1636
Lime .....
Meal (except oatmeal)
Meal, corn „___._*** 
Meat, rye___ **.._*.„
j further details of this annual bridge Millet- Japanese -----------
j classic are invited to communicate onions".—.”*””.**'”
with Oame Captain Mrs C. R Deck- Parsley „..........I....’....”...
er whose address is Cushing. Maine.! Parsnips ..........................
____________ I Peaches, dried ******
_ ... Peanuts, green ******
Caution to pedestrians. Walk on Peanln8i roasted_______
the left side of the road!
ORANGE n lb 
PEKOE PKG. 31<
JANUARY 20-25
FORMOSA ’/2 lb. 
OOLONG PKG * 1
COLUMBIA
TOMATO SOUP
CANS 17.
▼ ▼ ▼ T ▼ ▼
20 MULE TEAM
BORAX
PKG 1 5c 
▼▼▼▼▼▼
ELECTRIC LUSTRE
STARCH
PKG 9c
▼▼▼TFT
NATION-WIDE
BAKED BEANS
YELLOW EYE, PEA. KIDNEY
TALL
CANS 29c
▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ V
SANTA CRUZ
ASPARAGUS TIPS
NO 2
can 23c
GLOVE SALE
MED. WHITE CANVAS
PAIR 1 5c
GRAY JERSEY
PAIR 17c
ALL MONKE
PAIR 21c
HEAVY JUMBO
PAIR 21 C
WHITE HOUSE
Coffee
SHEFFIELD o NATION-WIDE
Milk EVAPORATED 
MILD CURED
Cheese
FODSALE
Cut your feed costs at Stover’s. 
“The Pome of Morr For Less.*' 
where you ran buy bitter feeds 
or both poultry and dairy at less 
•ost. than anywhere in Maine. You 
>uy direct from thr manufacturer 
here and save thr middleman’s 
profit, besides getting higher qual­
ity feeds with greater feeding value 
ind digestibility. Stover's Pride, 
til pure. 295, dairy feed, guaran­
teed free from fillers and one of 
the best dairy rations on thr mar- 
<et. $1.83 per bag; ton lots 61.73. 
farmer's favorite dairy feed, a 
grrat value for thr money, 81.53 
per bag; ton lots $1.48. Stover's 
egg mash. 81.90 per bag; ton lots 
$1.85. More for Lees egg maali wifh 
Nopco XX oil. 82.00 per bag; ton 
lots 81.99; 25 Ib. bags 50c. Scratch 
(red. 61.85 bag; 25 Ib. bag 47c. Our 
feeds are madr fresh dally, and 
we guarantee better result* for leas 
cost to you. Why is home-made 
bread better and fresher? Thr 
same principal applies to all of 
Stover's feeds. Try them today. 
Free delivery. W’holrsalr and Re- 
taiL Profit sharing system. Free 
premiums weekly. Custom mixing 
of your own formolas free of 
rharge. You get more for less at
STOVER
Feed Manufacturing Co. 
TELEPHONE 1200 
86 PARK ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
9-11
Write today MeNBSS CO
Freeport. Ill
Dept M 
9*ltWM H FISHER
Justloe Superior Court. 
Dated at Augusta. Maine 
January 11. 1936
A true copy of petition with order 
thereon
MILTON M GRIFFIN.
24
47
«0
•'
go
go
12
40
42
20
48 
50 
50 
56 
32 
40 
12 
50 
56 
11 
12 
70 
50 
50 
50 
35
32 
52
8
45
33 
22 
20 
68 
go 
28 
56 
60
I
4-
40
44
56
70
|L. S I
Salt, Turk's Island ....
Salt, fine 
Salt, Liverpool ... ....
Seed, alfalfa...............- ,,
Seed, clover 
Seed, hemp .........
Seed, herdsgrass *.***_*._ _
Seed. Timothy ........____
Seed. Hungarian grass *....*.. 
Seed, millet .................................
Seed, orchard grass____ _
Seed^rgdtap ...___ __________ ..
Seed. Sea Island cotton 
Seed, sorghum
Seed, upland cotton ...*.__ .......
Spinach .....................
Strawberries ______
Tomatoes
WASHINOS wanted Apply 19 Oak St 
9*11
upply
customers with famous Wstklns Prod- 
<-!*r,»•. nets In Rockland and nearby rural 
9-T-15 locality. No Investment. Business oi- 
tabllshed. earnings average -25 weekly, 
pay starts immediately Write J R
WATKrNS CO. 231-45 Johnson Ave, 
Newark. N J 9«lt
POfSJTION wanted 
woman to care for 
housework Apply R 
Head
by middle aged 
Invalid or dome 
8 WHITE. Owl-s7.9
DOUBLE-HORSE sled wanted
..._ 45 1
— 48
*_ 50
MERLIN, Emery Star Route, 
land
Rock- 
7‘9
LARGE quantities of Tomcod wanted 
, for bait; alto Household Cbarm range 
14 HARMON LOBSTER POUND. Winter 
14 ! Harbor, Me______________________ 9*11
44 IF YOU Like To Draw. Sketch or Paint 
50 ! ~Wrlte 'R. 8. L_" care Courler-Oazette.
30
ioi
56 I
for Free Talent Test and Art Book. Otve
age and occupation. J’U
M*************«gg 
« 
6FOR SALE«
♦ ----------- 4H****<»*********lk
JERSEY cow for sale, also hay. g? ton. 
In barn, brooder stove, tncubaters. MAE 1 
LITTLE. Warren. Maine_____________ 7‘91
STOVES bought and som at GROT^ 
shop.TON S stove 
Tel 1214-M
138 Camden street 
9*11
TWO Drag Nets for sale. 50 ft. and 
ft also boards, like new CARLOS DAVIS 
Port Clyde________________________ T12
FOR SALE AND WANTED We buy 
used Feed bags, free from holes 3c each. 
Beans, potatoes, etc Highest prices paid 
for fresh eggs all grades. STOVER'S. 
Rock1and. Ma 1 ne__________________ 9-11
EXTRA good used Boston storage 
furniture at lowest prices. T. J. WIL­
LIAMS. Appleton 8" 10
HOW WOULD YOU like to make 67 50 
a day? Own a brand new Ford Sedan 
be-ides’ Be your own boss? I send 1 very- 
I thing you need Positively no monev 
" I risk. Details free ALBERT MILLS 45Turnips. English _______ _Turnips, rutabaga _ ______ go
Wheat ..........................., , , go
The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour Is__ ___ _ 196 Iba.
The standard weight of a
barrel of Potatoes is _____ 165 lbs.
The standard weight of a 
barrel of Sweet Potatoes la.. 160 lba
Monmouth. Cincinnati. O. 8«lt
• TO LET j
l|**************9|
FURNISHED second-floor heated
BUILDING 25x80 In Camden for sale or 
rent on Washington St . was used by 
Ford Agency; also wood working 
machines TIBBETTS HARDWARE. 
Camden. 7-13
Pears ________ _ _____
Peas, smooth .....................
Peas, unshelled, green ..*.. 
Peas, wrinkled
Potatoes _ ..........
Potatoes, sweet .... _____ *
Quinces ........ .............. .
Raspberries ___ __________
Rice, rough ■*—...._..*....*..
Rye ............................................
Salt, coarse *********
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
9*11VIOLIN AND PIANO
Lessons on Violin and Piano
Given at Homes of Pupils 
Katherine Crockett 
TENANTS HARBOR. ME.
9-11
READ THE AOS
AT STOVERS FREE FREE Beauti­
ful large Boudoir Doll with Electric 
lighted bed also handsome Detecto" 
bathroom scales gtven away free each 
week Master prize. May 1. Merscle 
elechlc food mixer, calue |1«95 You 
get a free ticket with each 50c 
sale. These valuable prizes and 
others given away weekly at closing time 
each Saturday night Warehouse open 
dally from 7 30 a. m to 5 to p m. 
Saturday until 7:00 p m. STOVER'S 
85 Park St Rockland. Maine 9-11
ONE furnished apartment and two 
, unfurnished apartments to let ROBERT 
1 COLLINS. 375 Main street. Tel. 77
_______ 9-11
MODERN tenement of 5 rooms to let, 
at 44 Middle Street L. F. CHASE. Tel.22c
4 £« 29< 
• l> 23c 
21c
POUND
CARTON
1185-W
at 1
EATON'S—SHORTBREAD
| a Aik ut how to win a
Beautiful Lacquc.cd
Wat'e Basket
ATTENTION!
Mr. Clothing Buyer 
Modem Sportwear Co.. Rockland's 
Newest Clothing Establishment, 
Known For Their 
“Direct From Factory” 
To You
BETTER VALUES
ANNOUNCE
Their First After Stock Taking
ANNOUNCING
A SP-CIAL OFFER
FREE
A >/« LB PACKAGE OF CROW CREAM TARTAR 
WITH EACH BAG OF
GENERAL KNOX FLOUR
Sale Starting Friday
SPORT COATS
Regular price was 810(H)
$5.00
24Vfe LB 
BAG 91c
ALL PURPOSE—EVERY SACK GUARANTEED
THIS OFFER FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
A FEW BOYS'
ZIPPER COATS
All Wool—Reg. Price 85.00
$2.50
Sunshine
KRISPY 
CRACKERS
' Buster chocolates MS'
i Q MMilA COO*ff$ TOtvep W/TH MABWMJU.10HAH0 CHOCOLATE Q
THREE CROW
Extracts
NATiON-WIDE
' 1 at 19'
MACKINAWS
All Wool—$6.50 Value
$4.50
LEMONsoz29( VANILLABOT
Baking Powder
NATION-WIDE—PITTED
Dates . . .
ished apai
47 Pleasant St Inquire LILLIAN BICK- 
NEL1. 82 Limerock St 9‘lt
SIX room house with bath, all new 
Improvements, to let also garage In­
quire 15 Rockland street. Tel 8C8 7-tf
5IHBIUZED RRDIO
FOUR room furnished apartment with
bath to let V F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154- 
330__________________________ 7-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4 
1 rooms, all modern and Telephone. En- 
I quire at 57 Crescent St 6-tf
DESIRABLE five-room modern house 
and garage to let. 182 Broadway Tel 
949. 7"9
DESIRABLE apartment. 7 rooms, bath, 
garage, sunporch to let. 80 Pleasant St 
Very reasonable rent, Tel. 958-J. Vacant 
Jan. 1. 7*9
UNFURNISHED
! corner Warren and Main streets, bath, 
hot water heat, garage C A HAMIL­
TON. 29 Chestnut street Tel 996-J
2-tf
TWO apartments ot * and 5 rooms 
with bath, heater, garage and gardec 
1 Inquire 12 Knox 8t.. Tel. 156-W. 1-tf
HOUSE of alx rooms for rent, recently 
renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at 
Spruce Head Plenty of firewood for the 
cutting Rent reasonable TEL ROCK­
LAND 793-W. after 4 p m. 123’tf
8f'**e-***’**,***«e-***e-W
• EGGS AND CHICKS!
TWO iron beds, mahogany stained. 
2 mattresses and springs Cheap for 
cash. C A EMERY Tel 438-M 6-tf
HARD coal. 915; coke, gll; Pochontas 
lumpy. 39 25: Pochontas nut (special 
for stoves) 19 75: Dry fitted hard wood. 
310 J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 
84-2______________________________ L-tf
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE House­
hold Furniture Including 3 bedroom sets, 
dining room set. two parlor stoves, chairs 
and numerous other articles of furni­
ture etc . etc STOVER FEED MFO. CO.. 
Rockland. Maine Tel 1200 come, and 
Make offers. Buy at your own price
9-11
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
fitted. 89. Junks, 89: soft wood and 
slabs. 87; kindlings. T. J. CARROLL, 
Thomaston. Tel 283-21 Rockland. 1-tf
BUY TODAY before further taxes are 
enacted Salt Pork 17c lb. Pure Lard 14c 
lb 20 lb tubs 82 90 Fresh Native Eggs 
27c dz Fine Granulated Sugar 10 lbs. 
49c 25 lbs gl M 100 lb bag 85 10 Best 
Family Flour 69c bag White Rose Family 
Flour 79c bag 86 30 bbl <8 bags) Stover's 
Pride Flour (The flour the best cooks 
use) 99c bag 37 75 bbl. King Victor 
Bread Flour 51.14 -bag 89 10 bbl. Pills­
bury's Bert 81 14 bag Occident 6125 bag. 
Oraham Flour 5 lb bag 25c Oran Meal 
5 lb bag 23c Rolled Oats 6 lbs. 25c. Pea 
Beans 9c qt. 5 lbs 23c 88c pk Native 
Yelloweye Beans 15c qt 5 lbs 39c 98c pk. 
Native Johnson Beans 18c qt. 5 lbs. 39c 
96c pk Kidney Beans 8c Ib Stover's Egg 
Mash 8190 with oil 52 00 25 lbs 57c. 
Scratch Feed 81 85 25 lbs 47c. Farmer's 
Favorite Dairy Feed 3153 Stover's 
Pride Dairy all pure 3183. Fancy No 2 
Yellow Corn. Cracked Corn and Meal 
51 50 41% Cottonseed Meal 81 75. Motor 
011 2 gal can 90c Casco Paint, all colors 
8179 gal Cigarettes 81 19 carton. We 
carry a full line of Milk Bottles. Milk 
and Cream Ca(Jk. Filter Discs, Poultry 
and Dairy Equipment. STOVERS 86 
Park St. Rockland Phone 1200 9-11
• MISCELLANEOUS •
|{*****w*********86
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock­
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders 
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
______________________1-tf
YARNS for nigs and hand knitting. 
8amp!es and knitting directions free. 
H A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine. 
__________________________156-10
SKATE sharpening, prompt service. 
CRIE HARDWARE CO . 408 Main street.
______________________ 1-tf
WATCHMAKER All kinds; watches. 
Clocks, repaired Call and deliver. 8 A. 
Macomber, 23 Amesbury St.. Tel. 958-J.
147*159-tf
DAY OLD CHICKS for sale, also one 
week old and two weeks old chicks all 
from Pure Bred Blood Tested. Heavy 
Laying Breeding Stock. Our Rhode 
Island Red Chicks are the best monev 
can buy and come from the largest 
Red Farm In the East, containing 10.000 
Breeders. We sell all breeds and colors 
at greatly reduced prices Day olds 10c 
each, week old 13c each, two weeks old 
16c each Parcel Post Prepaid to anv 
address ln Maine Also Hall-Cross Pul­
lets Guaranteed 95r; Pullets at reduced 
prices. See pur Chicks In our Electric 
Battery Brooders 3.000 to select from 
Improve your flocks and save money 
besides. Full line of Poultry Equipment 
at 15% discount during Jan. and Feb 
Call, write or phone for Catalogue 
STOVERS. Rockland 86 Park St Phone 
| 1200._____ _______ 9-11
EIGHT .MADE TO MEASURE
SUITS
Uncalled For 
Regular $35.00 Values23c
iLE PRICE
17c
12c
2 OZ 
BOT
SPECIAL SA  
FULL 
16 OZ 
CAN
$22.50
7% OZ 
PKG
10?c Discount
On Our Entire Stock of
PANTS DAY old Hall Cross pullets and R I. Reds Tested stock, order now. CARL O. NELSON 310 Llmero-k St. Tel. 714-W
____  8-tf
This Sale for Limited Time Only
Modern Sportwear Co
615 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME. 
Opposite Rankin Block
CYPHU8 Incubator, gasoline wood
saw. United States separator for sale. 
In good condition, reasonably priced 
FRED LERMOND. Camden. 8*10
POULTRY wanted. I. POUST. 138
Limerock street. Rocklana. Tel. 377-W
1-tf
Turn That Vacant Room 
Into Cash With a 
“To Rent” Advertisement 
in The Courier-Gazette 
Telephone 770
Every-OtRer-Day Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 21, 1936 Page Sevefi
OCl ETY STAR
THEATRE
Waldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
In addition to per«onal notea regard-. Lloyd Clark dr., was home from 
me‘n?eP«:?eUc;:?i;%dM^V^foXt,l:S,rtoi! Boston to spend the weekend with 
! hls ParenU- Mr' and MrS' L- E Clark
gladly received. j This week Mr. Clark sails for Porto
telephone------------------ — lit or 794 riC0 where he will be stationed ln the
: Interests of the Draper Company of 
I Canton, Mass, by whom he ls al­
ready employed.
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Word ccmts to this paper of the en­
gagement of Miss Marion J. Pease of 
Reading. Mass., to Mr. Alfred W. Hud­
son of White Plains. N. Y. Miss Pease 1 
will be remembered by a large circle 
cf friends in Rcckland. where some 
years ago she served with distinction 
as a member of the High School 
faculty, teaching ln the department of 
English and Latin, and was prominent 
besides in the social life of the city, 
where she was much beloved. She 
resigned work here to accept a flat­
tering position with a private school 
In Scarsdale, N. Y„ a position that she 
has continued to fill until the pi*s- 
ent time. The date of the marriage 
Ls not yet announced.
Mr. Hudson is a vice president' of 
the Chase National Bank and promi­
nent in New York financial circles.
— I
Chapin Class has picnic supper to- | 
night at the home of Mrs. E. E. Stod­
dard, with the husbands as special 
guests.
MLss Carra McKnight of Caldwell, 
Kansas, ls making an extended visit 
with her aunt, Miss Margaret Mc­
Knight. North Main street.
Woman’s Auxiliary of St. Peter's 
church holds an important business 
meeting Thursday at 7:30 in the 
Undercroft.
TUESDAY, JAN. 21
“Collegiate”
JOE PENNER. JACK OAKIE
THURSDAY, JAN. 23
“I Found Stella Parish”
KAY FRANCIS, IAN HUNTER
SATURDAY, JAN. 25
“Bar 20 Rides Again”
A Ilop-a-Long Cassidy Story
Matinee Saturdays at 2.30 
News Tuesday and Saturday
Comedy With Every Show
8-9
A surprise party was tendered Miss i 
Ione Louraine Friday night, celebra­
ting her birthday. Quests were 
Mertie Lindsey, Loraine Rich, Virg­
inia Tyler. Margaret Shute, Lila 
Thompson, Sylvia Webster, Anna 
, Taylor, Virginia Ulmer, William Karl. 
Grover C. Knight who nas been Edward Peaslee Jr.. David Curtis Jr 
confined to his home for several
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie of Warren has 
been guest of her daughter, Mrs. 
Lawrence Leach, for a few days.
James Skinner. Grant Davis, Solo-
MLss Kathleen M Webber, who has I weeks by illness is making encourag- mon Cohen and James Harding, 
been spending the early part of the I lng gain. Lunch was sPread’ and musk’ games
winter In Florida, has returned home ------- V | a"d other diversions rounded out a
_____  | Mrs. Harriet Frost was hostess to ( happy evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Demmons of J Cardinal Club for cards Saturday j --------
Thomaston left Saturday for St. afternoon. Mr and^Ars. George Gray of War-
Petersburg. Fla. where they will re-. ------- 1 were guests Sunday of Mr. and
main until the last of March. A picnic supper party Saturday Mrs Frank L. Newbert.
' night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W
Mr and Mr’ Sanford E Welt kill H Rhodes served as a surprise cele- Mrs Emma Witham of Ash Point 
celebrate their golden wedding Friday bratlon on Mr Rh0,les' blrthday spent the past week in the city guests 
by keeping open house afternoon and !There 14 S'*515 ! her three sons. Bert. Elmer and
Nathan.
Mrs. Kenneth V. White has em-1 _____
ployment In New Rochelle, N. Y. Miss Anc. coombs of Belfast and
Fullerton Morgan of Bangor were 
guests of Mr and Mrs Bert Witham
of five who are making a motor tour Mrs’ "Mau’de" Blodgett?' Mrs. Julia Saturday. _____
Murray, Mrs. Laura Maxey, Mrs. ’ ...... .....
Sarah Marsh, and Mrs Vivian Hew- Tonian Circle wUl meet Sundav a 
ett as hostesses A program on the Universalist church directly after 
-Great Ladies of Italy Past and the mornin« service.
Present" will be presented by Mrs.
evening at their home at 14 Ocean 
street.
Mrs R J. Andrews of Warren, Me.i Methebesec Club will meet Friday 
and Safety Harbor. Fla. and a party, al 2;J0 at Qrand Anny ha„ with ,
Ure
of the State, were guests for several 
days last week at the Oralynn Hotel 
in Miami, where they were cordially 
greeted by Rcckland friends.
The Charles H. Betrys have com-, ‘y -•, club m€ets Priday evening
pleted their motor trip to Miami and ?‘adys 8 .and “ J * at the Corner building. Members are 
at r/M-ni I Beach, and there will also be current aL ulchave taken a bungalow at Coral m)islr asked to note the change
Gables for the winter..
Lights of NewYork
ly L. L. STEVENSON
A bunch of newspaper men were 
sitting at a table discussing titled 
persons and even royalty they bad 
met ln the course of their work, 
when one of the group told an In­
cident that occurred when lie nnd 
hls wife, and another couple were 
returning from Europe on a crack 
liner. One evening, as they were 
sitting ln the smoking room, an I 
-Englishman—he was the type who 
knows who everybody is aboard 
the ship within 24 hours—came up 
and said that a most distinguished 
passenger was desirous of joining 
the group, buying a drink and,
If permissible, dancing with the 
ladles. He was infermed that the 
stranger would be made welcome, 
so he brought forward a youngish 
man whom he Introduced as the 
prince of Denmark. With the In­
troduction, the prince clicked hls 
heels, saluted and carried himself 
quite ln the proper manner.
• • •
The Americans, however, were 
sure they were being spoofed a 
bit, so one of the ladles replied, 
“Glad to meet you, prince, I’m the 
Queen of Sheba," nnd tlie prince 
merely smiled. -And I aui glad to 
meet you, too,” said a Chicago 
member of the party. "I’ve been 
wanting to meet somebody from 
your country for some time because 
I’ve been wondering what Is rotten 
In Denmark." The prince smiled, 
bowed and replied, "There is plenty 
rotten In Denmark." Whereupon 
the Americans took him for a good 
sport and made a place for him 
at the table.
• • a
By and by the conversation got 
around to the ship’s barber'and tlie 
prince said he hated to go to bar­
ber shops. That was tlie newspa­
per man’s opportunity, "Prince,” - 
he said, "with that mug of yours, 
you don’t need to go to a barber | 
shop. Just get one of the sailors 
to holystone that upper deck of 
yours." That evidently appealed 
to the sense of hnmor of the prince. 
He laughed heartily.
Well, things went along like that 
for several days, with tlie English­
man who hnd Introduced the prince 
looking pop-eyed at all the joshing. 
But It evidently appealed to the 
prince, as he stuck around and took 
it. You've guessed the answer, of 
course.
he was really Prince Eric of Den­
mark, though several times re­
moved, still In direct line to the 
Danish throne.
• • •
More than nine years ago—Au­
gust 0, 192C, to be exact—Gertrude 
Ederle set a new record by swim­
ming the English channel In 14 
hours and 31 minutes. That was a 
liattle that left her deaf. Now she 
Is fighting another battle. This time 
It Isn’t ngainst buffeting waves, hut 
ngalnst the effects of a fracture. 
Two years ago she slipped on a rue 
in the lionyt of a friend and suf­
fered a broken pelvis. Eleven 
months In a plaster cast followed 
Then came dally massages nnd 
many visits of doctors. Eventually, 
she was able to walk, but even now 
her legs give way after a short dis­
tance.
WOMEN’S SHOES 
$1.00 pair
WOMEN’S 
SILK DRESSES 
$1.00 each
MEN’S PANTS 
$1.00 pair
TELEGRAM
HASKELL & CORTHELL’S 
GREAT DOLLAR DAYS SALE
THURS.. FRI.. SAT.
JAN. 23. 24. 25 
OPEN EVENINGS
WOMEN’S $7.50 
QUEEN QUALITY 
SHOES 
$2.88 pair
BOYS’ OVERCOATS 
$1.00 each
MEN’S SHIRTS 
2 for $1.00
THIS IS THE SALE WHERE YOUR DOLLAR HAS THE BUYING POWER OF FIVE
The Few Specials Listed Here Are Just a Sample of the Great Slash of Prices, Regardless of Cost. This is a 
“Grand Finale” of Our Annual January Sale, So We Have Cut Prices of the ENTIRE STOCK in Both the 
Men’s Store and Woman’s Shop, For This Great Event.
DOLLAR DAYS AT HASKELL & CORTHELL’S ARE WELL WORTH ATTENDING
WOMEN’S RAYON SILK
PANTIES & STEPINS 
8 for $1.00
RUBINSTEIN CLUB
Mr9. Ellingwood's Paper Was 
Reminiscent Of Her Early 
Life In Virginia
The Rubinstein Club at its meeting 
Friday afternoon had the privilege 
of hearing an unusually fine paper. 
I worked out on original lines, on 
Plantation Melodies, Negro Spirituals 
and Folk Songs.” presented by Mrs. 
Ruth Ellingwood.
Mrs. Ellingwood, who was intro­
duced by Mrs. Lydia Storer, presi-
WOMEN’S NEW FALL
FELT HATS 
$1.00 each
MEN’S $2.00 RAYON WOOL
UNION SUITS 
$1.00 each
MEN’S $4.00 AND $5.00
SHOES
$1.00 each shoe
UNION
Orient Chapter, OES.. will hold a 
private installaticn Feb. 7 with th? 
retiring matron. Mrs. Stella Hannon 
as installing officer On the refresh­
ment committee are Mrs. Bessie 
Stephenson. Mrs. Ariel Leonard and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes; entertainment 
Mrs. Inez Cameron and Mrs. Aubyne 
Hawes.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond of 
Thomaston were guests Sunday of Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Lermond.
A dance recital of the pupils of Miss 
Doris Heald will be held Feb 4
Mrs. H. L. Robbins was hostess to
dent, in a rich Southern accent as1 Orandmother's Club Thursday aft-
"Miss Ruth." brought to her subject 
exceptional interest derived from her 
recollections of her girlhood spent in 
Virginia, her native state. She gave 
examples of the derivation of many 
spirituals, telling of hearing Bishop
ernoon. Mrs Emma Jones and Mrs. 
F. E. Burket won honors at bridge.
Mrs. John Williams has been em­
ployed by the Security Trust Co., for 
the past two weeks.
Miss Laura Rcbbins was home from
2 BLENDS - 2 PRICES
RED LABEL 
America’* finest quality
BROWN LABEL 
High quality, lew prlee
SALADA’
207
Among the other home folks listed 
in the recent Florida arrivals are 
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton of 
Thomaston, who are guests at the at­
tractive home of the E M Lawrences 
at Coral Gables.
i events and music. _____
Diligent DamJTTui have 1 o’clock The A. H. Newbert Association had 
luncheon Thursday with Mrs Clar- , picnic supper at Temple Hall Friday 
ence Munsey as hostess e followed by a business meeting. The
_____  j next meeting will be on Feb. 21. pre-
Sleeper Bible Class will meet with ceded by supper in charge of Mrs. 
Mrs. Evelyn Snow. Oreen street Laura Maxey, ’Mrs. Katheryn St. 
Thomaston, tomorrow afternoon. Clair, and Mrs. Gertrude Boody. Of­
ficers will be elected.
Fisher say that when he was engaged Portland over the weekend, 
in missionary work in Africa, he Those from this town planning to 
heard many of the melodies which attend the State Fair Convention to 
have come to be assoc’ated with the be held today in Portland are Clar- 
American Negro and his music; this ence Lctnard, John Creighton. Dr I 
was particularly true of a melody w? M C. Stephen;on. R. M. McKinley, 
know as "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot". Frank Gordon. Harold Fossett, Ben- , 
Ol’ Time Religion" was another jamin Nichols, Albert Fountain. 
Investigation showed tliat I txamPle. saying that while this was Thomas Messer and Carl Mitchell
’ originally a Methodist hymn it ha; ’ The Farm Bureau will meet Jan. 
been grasped by the negro and has 30 with Mrs Ada Lucas for a day I 
become distinctly racial in the session with a “square meal" served at1 
adapted version. noon. The subject will be “raising j
Mrs. Ellingwood also spoke of, and preserving foods at home." I
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES
SILK CREPE DRESSES
Plain Colors—Long Sleeves
$3.98
Charming Garments! Attractive Price!
E. B. HASTINGS & CO. I
Mr and Mrs E. K Leighton lelt
Friday for Miami to spend the re- Mr. and Mrs Thomas Anderson 
mainder of the winter. Word received ™re in Portland Saturday. Mrs H J. Weisman gayp a contract 
Friday afternoon complimenting Mrs. 
Dorothy Jewell. Others present were
„„ , ! 01 a 8ath(,ring of young folks MUg LuclUe Duwtte Miss Ruth puis-
bllMa _____ at th* home of Laura Sylvester for faury LucUlc £gan Mrs
Mr. and Mrs Glenn A. Lawrence ; a surprise birthday party given in j parker Miss Vada ciukey, Mrs. Earl 
and Mr. and Mrs Ensign Otis leave her honor Ouests were Glennis and Hooper Mrs lna ciukey. Mrs R. S 
the first of next month on a trip to Blanche Collins of West Rockport. Bird and Lawrence Barbour
Florida » 'Beatnc<! Pinkham. James Harding. Conttnuing int0 the evening mo-
_____  ' I Dorothy Demuth. Blanche Sylvester. nopoly ,urnUhed dlversiOn. addi-
Virginia. daughter of Mr. and Mrs , Norma and Martha Seavey. Sher- Uonal guesU Mr and Mrs.
Harold Glidden. Grove street, cele- : wood and Timoth" Smith. Sidney Rat>i> jr„ of Camden. Mr.
brated her 10th birthday Thursday J Kirkpatrick. "Kid" Mitchell. Ethe;
afternoon, her guests being Oloria Philbrook. and the Hill Billies.
Johnson. Christine Newhall. Bernice Arthur Crockett, Raymond Small. mjjn
and “Bud" Beals, who furnished ____________
music for dancing. Games were en- CAMDEN
from them yesterday told of a Saturday evening was the occasion
rough trip to New York through the I
various composers who have done 
much to preserve negro music, such 
as Coleridge-Taylor. English born 
Negro. Antonin Dvorak, a Hungarian 
composer who spent some time in 
America. Harry T Burleigh. William 1
Everyir.e interested is invited to at­
tend.
Mr. and Mrs. Georg? Fcssett will 
entertain at a benefit party Satur- i 
day night.
Honors at the Legion party Satur- I
i Arms Fisher, and others. A few day night were won by F E Burkett J 
words were given pertaining to the and Leroy Miller.
Society for the Preservation of Charles Lermond returned Sunday J 
Negro Spirituals, recently organized from a week's trip through New Eng- 
in the south. This society has no land with his his son Guy Lermond. 
trained singers, they have engaged in J Mrs. Bessie Stephenson is in charge 
research work that has discovered of the program "Rcmar.ce of Old 
many melodies from plantation Quilts" to be given by the Community 
negroes, and their results are con-1 Club Jan. 28 at the Methodist vestry, 
sldered authentic to the last word
NOW "BRIDE COMES HOME"
PLAYING CLAUDETTE COLBERT FRED MacMURRAY
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
“KING OF BURLESQUE”
The 1936 Musical Romance!
‘ with
WARNER BAXTER, ALICE FAYE
JACK OAKIE, ARLINE JUDGE
Phone 892 
Shows:
Matinee 2. Erg. 6.30, 8.30 
Cont. Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
and Mrs. Joseph Doyle. Mr Parker. 
Mr. Hooper. Mr Bird and Dr. Weis-
Stanley, Louise Veazie. Ruth Comery 
Avis Colprit. Martha Leeman. Arlene 
Fickett, and her great aunt, Mis. 
Harriet Olidden as special guest 
Games and music enlivened the oc­
casion. and refreshments featured a 
gaily decorated birthday cake.
The card party given by Pleasant 
Valley Grange Friday evening had 
four tables of bridge and two of 83. 
In the former prizes were won by 
Miss Susan Spear. Elmer Teel, Carl 
Philbrook and Mrs. Teel; in the latter 
by Mrs. Hazel Bartlett, Mrs. Robert 
Paul, and Ellis Sprague. Another of 
these pleasant parties is planned for 
Feb. 7.
There will be a Masonic Assembly 
at Temple hall Thursday night, with 
Mr. and (Mrs. Raymond Watte. Mr. 
and Mrs. LouLs Cates, Mr. and (Mrs. 
Russell Davis of Thomaston. Mr. and 
Mrs. Harold Robinson of Camden 
and Miss Margaret Stevens as hosts.
Miss Carrie Fields is in Boston and 
will visit Mr and Mrs. Clarence Shaw 
ln Bridgeport. Conn., before return­
ing home.
joyed, and cake, sandwiches, cocoa' 
and candy were served. Mrs. Sylves-| Mlss j^^Tof Boston is guest 
ter. Mrs. Philbrook and Mrs. Pink- of glster Mrs Waiter Higgins. | 
ham were special guests. Laura re- Hjgh street
ceived many nice gifts. Mrs. Leon Poland is confined to the 
house with a broken ankle.
Charles Anderson of Boston has
Mrs. J. W. McGarry cf Staten 
Island. N. Y.. arrives in a few days 
for several weeks’ visit with her j been spending a few days ln town, 
father. H. H. Stover, and brother H. Miss Fannie Mudgett recently sus- 
H. Stover, Jr., at their apartment on . tained a broken arm.
Park street. Megunticook Orange meets Wed­
nesday evening.
H. H. Stover is confined to his 
home with grippe. <
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Ames of 
Manila. P. I., are guests of Mr. Ames’ 
Miss Mary Holbrook has returned Parents' Mr and Mrs Lea11* D Ames 
from a week spent with Mr and Mrs 1 Toda>’ Mt Battl* ^8* of 
G A. Cline, in Lubec. A visit to Fellows *U1 observe "Wild«y " A 
Quoddy Village was included. Pr°8Tam °f sPwhes and musk 18
_____  ing arranged and following the en-
Speech Readers Club met Thurs- tertalnment, refreshments will be 
day afternoon, Mrs. Nathan Witham served. ’
giving the lesson. Mrs. Roderick! Maiden Cliff Sewing Circle will 
Pierce of Worcester, gave some in-1 hold a public card party Friday night 
teresting facte on work with the hard if Odd Fellow hall.
of hearing, and referred to the invi- At the Comique Theater the Marx 
tation received from the New York Bros in "A Night At The Opera," 
League of Hard of Hearing for its 1 the Thursday-Friday attrac-
The spirit of Gertrude Ederle 
hasn't given way, however. Not 
only does she go through a pre­
scribed course of exercises, wliicli 
she hopes will make it possible for 
her to swim again, but to while 
away thc time she makes all her 
own clothes. She holds 2!> records 
of different kinds, and when she 
returned from Europe, after setting 
her channel record, she was re­
ceived with the blare of hands and 
showers of tlck&r tape.
• • •
Subway scene: A fine looking old 
priest, finding a seat, settling him 
self comfortably nnd opening nnd 
reading a Jewish daily newspa­
per. A curious passenger engages 
him In casual conversation and 
learns that the priest hns a par­
ish In the thick of the ghetto sec­
tion and has been there so long 
that he has not only learned to 
rend but also to speak Yiddish.
C Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
Morgan’s Raid Costly
Gen. John Morgan's raid through 
southern Ohio during the Civil war 
cost the citizens individually and 
the state government more than 
$100,000,000. This Included the dam 
age done to properly and tlie cost, 
borne by tlie stale, of course, of 
maintaining troops In the field. It 
was one of the most costly military 
raids in history.
John H. McLoon was in Portland 
Thursday on business, accompanied 
by Mrs. McLoon who spent the day 
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. 
McDougall.
St. Bernard's parish sponsored a 
successful card party Friday even: ng 
at Hotel Rockland, with Mrs. Arthur 
W. Doherty ->nd Mrs. Aime Beaudoin 
in charge. Honors went to Mrs. 
Thomas McKinney, Mrs. Willis H. 
Anderson. Mrs. Donald Perry. Mrs 
John Thompson, Mrs. Henry Jordan, 
Mrs. Clifton Marshall. Mlss Elizabeth 
Donahue. Mrs. Edith Mahoney. Mrs. 
Lillian McRae, Clarence Upham, 
John A. Murphy, Mrs. Clifton Cross, 
O. G. Kalloch. Miss Ellen Daly, Mrs. 
Israel Snow, Mrs. James Kent, Albert 
Dodge, Mrs. Fred Achom, Mrs. Clara 
Curtis, Mrs. A. D. Morey and Miss 
Mary A. Brown.
25th anniversary celebration Jan. 3. 
Mrs. Freeman F. Brown gave the 
history of the League, telling how it 
was organized ln 1911 by 20 pupils
tion and on Saturday a double pro­
gram with Oeorge Brent in “Special 
Agent." and Bob Steele in a thriller.
The Methodist Lend-A-Hand-Club
from the school founded by Edward ^e'd its annual installation Monday 
Necke. a pioneer in the work. This at the home of Mrs. Evelyn Taylor, 
was the first organization for thc: w'h° serve as the newly-
hard of hearing in the country. It' elected president; vice president, 
was voted to enter the third Home Miss Oladys Coose; secretary, Mrs.
folks lip reading tournament con­
ducted by the American Society for 
the Hard of Hearing, with Mlss Clara 
Giegler of Boston as chairman. Miss 
Giegler is co-principal of the New 
England School of Speech Reading 
ln Boston. The meeting this week 
has special interest as Mrs. Daniel 
Chick, a teacher of lip reading, will 
conduct the lesson.
Men’s Overcoats $8.88. Haskell A. 
Corthell’s Dollar Sale, Camden —adv.
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on 
the left side of the road!
I have several vacant rente, from 
$10 up; also one furnished apart­
ment. Robert Collins, 375 Main 
itreet, Tel. 77—adv. 9-11
Dorothy Dexter; treasurer. Miss Altu 
Pendleton. Following the installa­
tion refreshments were served.
The recital in the Opera House 
Friday evening of the pupils of the 
Doris Heald School of Dancing, pro­
mises to be one of the best events of 
the season. Camden and Rockland 
pupils will be on the program. Miss 
Heald plans to go to New York soon 
to attend classes in tap and ballet 
dancing.
Camden Lodge. Knights of Pythias, 
assembled Monday evening. Tomor­
row night there will be a public beano 
game at the K. of P. hall with 
Harold Fairbrother. Benjamin Bur­
kett and Fred Wellman in charge.
Women Police Guard
Traffic in Warsaw
Warsaw.—The city of Warsaw 
lias organized a women police 
force to gunrd women and chil­
dren ngainst the dangers of 
traffic.
Tlie girl cops wear blue uni­
forms with shining silver but­
tons and broad silver bands 
around the sleeves. Applicants 
for police service must be high 
school graduates. Under penal 
ly of losing their jobs anil 
clulnis for old age iieiision the 
girls have lo swear n solemn 
oath not to marry for seven 
years after Joining the force
Try a box of tree ripened, sun col­
ored Indian River Fruit, oranges, 
grapefruit, tangerines, $1.50 and up. 
Perfect delivery guaranteed. Maine 
Citrus Grove, Cocoa, Florida. N. L. 
Wolf, prop. 153-155
Regarding American folk music Mrs 
Ellingwood touched briefly on Ste­
phen Foster from whom it is claimed 
the only true American folk music 
has come, and also upon the moun­
tain songs chiefly melodies that have 
originally come from other countries. 
England particularly.
In connection with Harry T
Burleigh. Mrs. Lilian S. Copping con­
tributed informal remarks based on 
her contact with him ln study, and 
Mrs. Damie Oardner prefaced her 
song with interesting comments on 
hearing negroes in a sponge factory- 
in Nassau iWest Indies! sing their 
own songs. The program:
Plano duet—From New World Sym- 
phony ( Dvoral’
Miss Margaret Stahl and Mrs 
Oertrude Parker
Mezzo-roprano-Nohody Knows de
Trouble I ve Seen. arr Burleigh
Mrs Lorita Bicknell
Soprano—Deep River. arr Fisher
d, - H°l>nan of Camden
nano duo—Humoresque Nrgre
Winter Park, and were conducted by She will be keenly missed by relatives
'Dean Charles Campbell. The dra- and friends.
i matic department of Rollins College, Funeral services were held Friday 
Mr and Mrs. Rcss Patterson and ] headed by Dr. Earl Fleishmann. acted at Good's funeral home. Camden, 
as guard of honor. < Miss Russell wa; Rev W P. Holman officiating, 
director of the Annie Russell Theatre Bearers were three sons and H A. 
at this college). Interment will be in Hart. Interment was in Camden.
ROCKPORT
Capt. E. O. Patterson who are now 
making their home in Portland, were 
in town Sunday for a few hours' stay.
Mrs. Albert Rhodes has so far re­
covered from her recent illness as to 
re ume her teaching duties at Eas: 
Side Primary School.
Mrs. Herbert Blastow is confined 
to her home by illness.
Mrs Edna Robbins was hostess at 
a recent meeting of the T Club at her 
home on Union street.
Howard Buzzell is a Student at 
Bryant & Stratton Business School 
in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Skinner. Beech 
street, are able to be out again, having 
been confined to the house the past 
month by illness.
Benjamin Morong and family 
Juba Dance. J moved Monday from Camden to the
Mrs. Frances McLoon and Mrs ( home of Mrs. Morong's mother, Mrs. 
Nathalie Snow I
8oprano—Praise Ood. Im Satisfied. > E R- Noyes.
arr. duion jjrs. Alton Crone ha; returned,, . Mrs Oardner
Voc»l duet»-Uncle Ned Stephen Foster 
O Susanna!
o ' Vivian Hewett and Mrs. Storer ---------- -----------------------------------
c<g*£lto-Je*Ble Wl,h Mrs. Ted Mitchell ln Connecticut.
Gladys s. Morgan j The annual installation of officers
soprano—Mammy s Song. Harriet Ware I _____
Mrs Eva oreen cf Harbor Light Chapter. OKJS. will
Plano .olo-Fugato-Humoreaque.  ^ take place Jan 28 with retiring
on theme of "Dixie•• Worthy Matron Alice Marston as in-
Mlas Nathalie Jones .
Contralto—The Little Mohce, (Harlan I-tailing officer Mrs. Marion Cash. 
^Turwia ^.by’loralne’Wyman>nandm<' ' newlv-clectfd worthy matron has 
Howard Brockway
Mrs Morgan
from an extended visit with her 
brother and sister-in-law. Mr and
the spring at Short Hills, N. J.
She is survived by a sister, Mrs. J
J. Cardy, summer resident of Pema- 
quid Harbor, and a nephew. Dr. John, 
Russell Cardy. a member of the 
faculty of Cornell University.
SOUTH HOPE
WEDNESDAY NITE IS
BANK NITE
$100.00
AWARD FREE
Accompanists were Mlss Edna 
Oregory. Mrs Nettie Averill, and 
Miss Stahl.
The meeting of Jan. 31 promises to 
be unusually interesting as lt will be 
given in the evening, at 7:45. ant! 
"The Oentlcmen Entertain" with S. 
T. Constantine ln charge. One of 
the features will be the Pine Tree 
Quartet which is winning favorabi'1 
notice. This will not be a guest eve­
ning.
Men’s Suits. $1388. Haskell <fc 
Corthell’s Dollar Sale. Camden.—adv.
Children’s Colds
Yield quicker to 
double action of
VISJSS
STAINLESS now, if you prefer
j newly-elected worthy atron 
; made these appointments: Chaplain.
‘ Mrs Ina Wocrtcr; marshal, Mrs. 
Marie Eifb?e; organist, MLss Mabel 
Pottle; Adah., Mrs. Georgia Rhodes; 
Ruth. Mr; Nellie Staples; Esther, 
Miss Mary Veazie; Martha. Mrs. Edna 
R:bb!nr; Electa Mrs. Alice Marston; 
warder. Mrs Susie Auspland; sentinel. 
Orris Burns.
• • • •
Miss Annie Russell
With he death of Miss Annie Rus­
sell, famous actress, this town has 
lost one of its best known summer 
residents. For several years she had 
spent her summers at her cottage on 
Russell avenue. Although while here 
last season she suffered a severe ill­
ness, which necessitated a long stay 
at Knox Hospital, thc news of her 
death which occurred at Winter Park, 
Fla., came as a shock to this com­
munity.
Funeral services were held Satur­
day at the Knowl’s Memorial Chapel,
Elmer Hart was at home from U. of 
M. for the weekend.
J. Allen Annls of Queens Village. 
Long Island, N Y . was guest for a 
few days recently of hls daughter. 
Mrs. Halver Hart. Mr. and Mrs. W 
A. Annis and Mr and Mrs. O. Bur­
ton Annls and family were callers 
Friday evening at the Hart home.
• • • •
Sarah A. Annls
Mrs. Sarah Augusta (Ludwig) An­
nis. 89. who died Jan. 15 in Camden 
at thc home of her son, William, 
was born in that town Jan. 6, 1847 
and there spent her young lile. Mov­
ing from that community with her 
four children, she passed several 
years In Michigan and Massachusetts. 
Her declining years were made 
pleasant and comfortable by the 
loving care and faithful attendance 
of her sons.
Mrs. Annis made her home for 
many years with her granddaughter, 
Mrs. Hazel Hart ln this place, and 
although lameness confined her to 
the house, she was ever pleasant and 
congenial and it was with a happy 
greeting that she always received 
callers Her two sons from out of 
State arrived at her bedside two 
hours before her death, and her 
closing hours were made happy in 
thc recognition of her dear ones. A 
daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Hall of 
Camden, died a few years ago.
Survivors are three sons, James 
Allen of Long Island. N. Y„ William 
A. of Camden. O. Burton of Morris 
Plains. N. J.; a brother, Daniel Lud­
wig of Hope; ten grandchildren; 14 
great-grandchildren; and two great- 
great-grandchildren; tnus Mrs. Annis 
was the head of five geryrations.
WED.-THURS.
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Big Amateur Night Wlnnera’
VAUDEVILLE SHOW
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1911
A review from the columns of this 
paper of some of the happenings 
which interested Rockland and vi­
cinity in this month. 1911. 1936
Ellen A., widow of Samuel K Ma-1 Gordon. Jr. of Apalachicola and Miss
comber died at the age of 78.
Everett L. Spear had just complet­
ed an ice house. 40x60 feet for St. 
Clair & Sprague opposite Rankin 
block.
W H. Pcwlie wa- elected captain of 
Americus H & L. Co.
Walter E. Weeks was installed as 
ctmmander of Ralph Ulm.r Camp of 
Spanish War Veterans.
Miss Inez Hall, who had taught ln 
the Rcckland schools 35 years, died 
at the age of 61
A W. Butler was elected president 
cf Knox Hcspital. Durin? th? year 
641 patients had been treated and the 
A sociation had expended $2500 in im­
provements and repairs.
Fred B Wiggin of Saco entered 
upon his duties as warden of the 
State Prison.
A. W. Butler was elec cd pre ident 
cf the Rockland Loan A; Building 
A—ociatlcn. Earle McIntosh succeed­
ed E M Stubbs as auditor The re­
sources were $209 000. The dividend 
amounted to $750
Mr\ Sadie Newbert was sentenced 
to State Prison for life, for the mur­
der of her husband.
Eugene .McLain of Brewer, beat 
builder and fisherman was drowned 
r.ear thc Georges Islands.
Capt. Alabama Oro-s. 71. died in 
a Sla’.en Island hospital. He had 
b:en in seven shipwrecks.
Ashley Crcekett of Ash Point had a 
finger amputated, because of the acci­
dental discharge of a gun while he 
was hunting.
F-iends of E. Carl Moran were 
booming him for the mayoralty nomi­
nation.
Rev. E. S. Uffcrd was recovering 
from a sprained ankle.
Dr T E. Tibbetts was elec'ed presi­
dent of Wight Philharmontc scc‘.»’v
Local banks elected thete presi­
dents: North National. Elmer S Bird; 
Security Tiust Co.. Maynard S. Bird
Rockland's population (under the 
1910 census' was feund to be 8174— 
exactly the same as it was in 1890.
Rockland in 1910 had 140 deaths 
144 births and 109 marriages.
W L Cleaves retired from the 
management of the Lindsey House 
which was to be managed in the fu­
ture by the Lindsey heirs.
William A Beattie. 69. at one time a 
leading member of the Knox Bar. 
died in Boston.
Curtis C. Starrett was elected high ' 
priest of King Solomon's Temple 
Chapter, which had 210 members.
Capt . Peter Richardson became 
night watch at M. B. & C O Perry's 
plant on Atlantic wharf
Rev B P. Judd was elected presi­
dent of the Knox County Ministerial 
Association.
Obadiah Gardner was appointed 
State Assessor.
Sch. Silver Heels was wrecked on 
Nantucket Shoals. Sch Red Jacket 
was lost on Thumbcap Island.
Local minstrels entertained at 
Rockland Theatre with Walter M 
Tapley as interlocutor. The comedi­
ans were John Shepherd. Fred Shep­
herd. Dick Martz. Arthur Leman. 
Austin Huntley, and Charles Hal­
stead.
Herbert W Keep became bookkeep-
Hattie B. Williams of Rockland. 
Oakland. Jan. 5. Erwin Weiss of
Oakland and Margaret Jchn'on of 
Camden
OUR EARLY SCHOOLS
Mrs. Overlock Tells How 
They Were Kept ln Pri­
vate Houses
These births were recorded. 
Rockland. Dec. 21 to Mr. and Mrs. 
Eugene Perry, a daughter — Ada 
Luella.
Biddtford. Dec 24, to Rev. and Mrs 
G Howard Newton, a son—John Wil­
liam.
Deer Isle Dec. 27. to Mr. ar.d Mrs 
Wallace A Small, a daughter.
Friendship. Dec. 26. to Rev. and 
Mrs. J Revno'.ds. a sen—Jcseph.
Rcckland. Jan. 1. to Mr. ar.d Mrs. 
Clarence A Barrard. a sen.
Oakland. Calif. Dec. 29. to Mr. and 
Mrs. David W Ramsdell, a daughter 
—Margaret Elizabrth.
Hop--. Dec 6. to Mr and Mrs. Merle 
Mcsrer. a daughter—Winona Ethel.
Thcmaton. Jan 7. fo Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur F. B:own. a son—Arthur 
Irving.
Rrck’.and Jan. 5. to Mr. and Mr' 
Llewel'.vn Ke’.lar. a daughter.
Vinalhaven. Jan. 10. tc Mr. and Mrs 
B K Smith, a son—Pau! Kittredge.
Crockett. Rcckport. Jan 8. to Mr 
and Mrs Rclani Crockett, a daughter.
Warren. Jan. 12. to Mr. and Mrs 
Oliver Libby, a daughter.
Pleasantville. Jan 11. to Mr ar.d 
Mrs George Starrett. a son—Edward 
Otis.
Rcckland Jan. 11 to Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Ros'. a son.
Rcckland. Jan. 16 ts Mr and Mrs 
Auttin H. Tibbetts, twin daughters— 
Adellma Lillian and Lau-a Agnes.
Rcckland. J an 17. 'o Mr. and Mrs 
George H. Shute. a son.
Washington. Jan. 12. to Mr. and 
Mrs Fred Ludwig, a sen.
Rcckland. Jan. 19. to Mr. and Mrs 
Walter Upham, a son.
Stxknev Corner. Jan. 12 to Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred Ludwig a son.
Thomaston. Jan. — tc Mr. ar.d Mrs. 
Harry W.ggin. a sen—Vincent Sey­
mour.
Vinalhaven. Jan. 18, to Mr. end 
Mrs. Fred Clavton. a son.
The last installment of 25 vears ago 
incorrectly reported a birth to Mr
and Mrs. J. C Howes of Washington
• • • •
M. E. Bassick was installed as mas­
ter of Knox Lodge. FAM, tn South 
I Thomaston.
Capt. T. P Simmons, who retired 
j from the command of the E. T 
I Hair.or. became prrprietor of a hen 
farm in Friendship.
Mrs Helen Gray was elected most 
; excellent chief of Crescent Temple,] 
Pythian Sisters, in Warren.
Abner Dunton died in Hope at the 
age of 103 years. 5 months and 11 
days.
A. P. Starrett was elected master of 
Knox Pomona Grange.
Hon. Stephen J Gushee. 68 died in 
Appleton. He had served in both 
branches of Legislature.
Camden Beard of Trade with 140 
members elected E. E. Boynton as 
president.
Augustus E. Arey. 53. died in Vinal­
haven.
Richard Richards of Clark Island
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
There is a broad comparison be­
tween tiie school of 1775 and those 
of the present day but I shall only 
tell now of some of thc early ways 
and methods.
The earliest schools were "kept" in 
private houses, and most people lived 
In a log house. Schools were small, 
as homes were far apart, and so the 
teachers went from house to house 
that the children might have an 
equal advantage. Usually the instruc­
tor wac a "man teacher”.
In Union in 1788. it is said, a school 
was taught in a barn with a "school- 
ma'am" as teacher. The early in, 
habitants were few and poor and the 
standard of schools must have been 
low. There were no books suitable 
for common schools; and these in 
us? were scarce and costly. Teachers 
understood nothing of the science of 
education but these humble efforts 
of the earliest settlers of Maine were 
praiseworthy.
Coming down from these begin­
nings let us pause during the years 
between 1820 and 1850 Imagine a 
bright summer morning, with the 
prospect of a very warm day. The 
children, all barefoot, boys wearing 
shirts, and pantaloons held up by 
home knit suspenders, start from 
their homes about eight o'clock car­
rying ln one nand a basket or shining 
tin pail. In the other a bunch of 
flowers picked from an old fashioned 
garden in which tansy predominated, 
a rose, apeony. a marigold or other 
flower for the schoolmistress. Walk­
ing slowly they gaze at objects that 
interest them. They make bows or 
courtesies to each person met on the 
way. Perhaps they may be an hour 
in going a mile.
Near the junction of two or more 
roads stands the schoolhouse, a 
square one story building no part ever 
touched by paint. The board shut­
ters were opened and propped by 
long poles or rail taken out of the 
fence. The windows are raised and 
doors are wide open. Thc high pitched 
voice of som? one reading is 
heard and the teacher is prompting 
or correcting him. School has be­
gun The children enter the room 
"make their manners" as they go in 
and hasten to put away chip-habs 
and cape bonnets and then take their 
places while the whole school except 
very small children are reading two 
verses apiece in the Bible. This over 
they go to their seats and try to 
learn their lessons. A murmuring 
sound fills the room as each one 
studies; and the teacher trying to 
hear a class recite says "children do 
not study so loud.” By and by one of 
the boys rises up and says. “Please, 
teacher ml gout?" A little later 
another voice calls out. "Please m'l 
get a drink?" and if permission is 
given the boy marches down the aisle 
to the water pail and drinks his fill 
from a common drinking dish <a tin 
dipper i. School boys are always "dry". 
At 10:30 the scholars have read once 
around in each class and it's recess 
time.
“Boys may go out.” and away they 
go as fast as they dare rushing for 
the spring below the hill. Kneeling 
around the half hogshead they apply 
their mouths and drink, while others 
may scoop up the water in the hollow 
of the hand or drink from the spout. 
The bell rings, and up the hill on the 
run all go to the schoolhouse. One by 
one they enter and "take" their seats. 
Each boy makes a bow to the teacher 
as he passes along but more often it
Famous Tenor 
On Airwaves
Vi braled tenor of the Metropolitan 
Opera Company, will be the featured 
guest artist of the Magic Key pro­
gram over an NBC-WJZ network 
Sunday afternoon. I. nuary 26th, at 
two o’clock. E.S.T.
Born in Montagnana. Italy, the 
son ot a cabinet maker, Martinelli 
began his musical career as a clar­
inetist in tbe local regimental baud 
■ where his remarkablt tenor voice 
was discovered by the director. A 
Covent Garden engagement ln Lon­
don led to the Metropolitan. Richard 
Himber's Orchestra will be another 
highligb? of this Magic Key pro 
graui- .
PUBLIC ATTITUDE 
HELPS THE BANAS
Annual Bankers Convention 
Says Public Confidence Has 
Been Restored
fell from the roof of a house, and was 
er at the Rockland office of the Btrect j^ved frotn possibly fatal results when 
Railway. He had been in charge of his brother, John, and Robert McGee 
the freight station in Camden. broke his fall with a clothes basket.
G. A Ames, long in the hotel busi- John uavts Of Warren was on the 
ness. took charge of the lunch room mend after being accidentally shot by u a bobbing or jerking of the head 
opposite the foot of Spring street. a hunting companion. Instead. "The girls mav go out" says
Edward L Risteen. baggage master Jchn A Richards of Clark Island the teacher and they aU march out 
on the Lewiston-Bath branch caught broke thc mason's record by catching: wmewhat quieter than the boys and 
his right hand in the car gate jam- go pounds of eels In 2', hours. ; ln a {ew minutes return and a busy
In a Thomaston voting contest bum begins again.
Dana Stone was awarded the prize as jn ^e earlier schools the recesses1 
the handsomest baby and John Rokes were ajj separate up until along in! 
the prize for being the homeliest man _ . .. I
F. L. Davis was elected noble grand
of Warren Lodge. I.O.O. F.
The restoration ot public eoufi 
dence in banking has put it In the 
position where it ran function fully 
ind vigorously in playing its full 
-conomie par' In the progress of rr 
•overy. said the American Bankers 
tssociation in Ils animal convention.
"The passage of a generally con 
tructive banking Ian in tlie Bunk 
ng Act'of 1935 has stabilized thr 
tanking situation and enabled bank 
ns to devote undivided attention to 
;lit normal administration of theli 
nstitutions in promoting the bus! 
less and public welfare of their
mmunities," the resolutions said.
"We feel that it is a particularly
:n port a nt feature of this law that 
i aims to create through the revl 
ion of the Federal Reserve Board a 
Supreme Court of Finance which, 
•vith the uon-political appointment 
>t exceptionally competent meu. 
Iiould constitute one ot the greatest 
orward steps in building a sound 
banking and credit system.”
Thc Goiernmeni in Banking
Another resolution said:
“We particular!) emphasize tbe 
lesirabillty of the retirement of gov 
ernnient from those tields of extend 
ing credits ot various types whic.i 
an be adequately served by pri 
vately owued institutions We rec 
ignize that the exigencies of the 
now passing depression made neces 
sary a large participation by govern 
ment for a time in the task of meet 
ing emergency financial needs.
“Those conditions have been 
largely remedied and the obligation 
now rests upon the banks and othei 
financial agencies to demonstrate tn 
lhe people of this country that they 
are fully ably and willing to meet all 
demands upon them for sound credit 
cooperation. It is our duty as bank 
ers to facilitate In every effective 
way the retirement of government 
agencies frotn credit activities by 
promoting public understanding of 
the proper function of privately 
owued banking ”
WARREN
Mrs. Estelle Berry is guest for u 
time of Mrs. Herbert Bowes in Union.
Douglas Gray, operated upon for 
| appendicitis at Knox Hospital last 
Wednesday is making good recovery?
Miss Edna F Boggs visited Friday 
j with Rev. and Mrs. Henry Webb in 
] Wiscasset.
Mrs. Alice Bucklin returned Sun­
day to Thomaston after spending the 
weekend with Mrs. Alzada Simmons.
Kenneth Blackington now lias the 
telephone. 7-21.
Miss Katherine Starrett and Miss 
Pearl Thompson were weekend visi­
tors at the home of Mrs. Harold Wall. 
South Dresden.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge is injilted to 
Oolden Rod Rebekah Lodge. Apple- 
ton. Wednesday evening to a re­
ception to be tendered D. D. Mrs. 
Annie Pease. The Warren Lodge 
will furnish program numbers.
Parker Starrett spent lhe weekend 
in Woolwich with friends.
No schools were in session yester­
day because of the heavy snowfall 
Sunday.
Miss Eleanor Goodwin spent the 
weekend at her home in Kennebunk­
port.
Among projects of interest in 
schools, ls the dental elephant at the 
Malcolm Corner school put up this 
week. The large animal with colored 
cap and blanket bears the caption, 
"I have perfect tusks. Have You?" 
Below are numerous small elephants 
marked for ee?h child, who may up­
on attaining perfection of teeth by 
dental care color a capjuid blanket 
and paste them on. Sand table work 
includes an Eskimo village and all 
the animals in Noah's Ark Connected 
with the latter. Mrs Florence Davis, 
the teacher, has been instructing the 
pupils with a Bible story.
• • • •
An Informal Reiptijn
Past DDGM.. Mrs. Abbie J New­
bert. and DDGM Mrs. Carrie R. 
Smith were honored at a reception 
Friday night following the stated 
meeting of Ivy Chapter O.E.S. Tne 
affair was in charge of Mrs Alzada 
Simmons, and was informal Guests 
of honor were escorted to the Fas: 
and presented gifts by the worthy 
matron. Mrs. Esther Starrett. In the 
receiving line were Mrs. Newbert. 
Mrs. Smith, worthy matron and 
patron. Mr. and Mrs Elbert Starrett; 
and associate matron and patron. 
Mr. and Mrs Albert MacPhail.
The program contained musical 
numbers and readings, with vocal 
j solo by Mrs. Ruby Kalloch; vocal 
duet. Mrs Ruby Kalloch and Mrs 
] Avis Norwood; group singing led by
Girlish and Practical
Xew York-Parii Faihitnt
PRUNELLA cloth, a fabric of Acele yarn with a fine twill tex­
ture. fashions this very practical 
and youthful one-piece frock for the 
South, featuring patch pocketa. but­
tons and new square high neckline. 
The illustration shows the frock in 
white porn with a green short- 
sleeved woolen blouse and match­
ing belt—a fine ensemble for cool- 
isb days. Note the British fly- 
weight hat. and the little deb block- 
bottom satchel rnadp of Ryralin, 
which are perfectly iu accord with 
tbe costume.
Oeorge Walker. George Brigham, and 
W H Robinson; readings. Miss 
Tena McCallum and Mrs. Alzada 
Simmons; reading from the proced- 
ings of the Grand Chapter 1894 to 
1900 by th? secretary. Mrs. Laura 
Starrett. Mrs Newbert was ap­
pointed DDGM in 1889; and Mrs. 
Smith is completing in May her 
second year appointment.
Fifty attended the meeting, and 
visiters were present from Marguerite 
Chapter. Vinalhaven. and Golden 
Rod of Rockland. Refreshments 
were served. The local Chapter has 
accepted an invitation to visit Fond- 
du-lac Chapter at Washington to­
morrow night when DDGM. Mrs. 
Carri? Smith of WgrTcn will install 
officers-elect.
JANUARY IS thc peak of tlie oyster season, so plan to enliven mid-
" winter menus often with this choice food. Oysters can be prepared 
quickly and in such a variety of ways, it will be easy to include one new 
dish in each week’s menu plan throughout the ryst Of the open season. 
Your family, too, will enjoy this special touch, for oysters have long 
been considered a great delicacy. The old Roman lords, who treated 
their epicurean tastes to every conceivable luxury, used to cultivate the 
inferior native variety in great oyster beds in their rivers. When they 
discovered the more delicious oysters from the coast of Rrilain, they 
imported these instead, deeming no effort too great for this superior 
variety. Fortunately, it is easy for us to get oysters today at little 
trouble or expense every bit as fine as those enjoyed by the old Roman 
emperors. We have only to order them from the locul market and fol­
low a few good recipes to serve oui families a tempting army of this 
succulent delicacy. Try these recipes for special oyster dishes and you 
will be delighted with their novel variety:
Oysters, Mexican Style f«erv««
4 to 5)—Have 1 pt. large oysters
and drain well, 
mato Ketchup,
Blend ’i cup To- 
14 teaspoon Wor-
cestershire Sauce, U teaspoon 
salt and a dash of pepper. Mix 
1 cup soft bread crumbs (packed) j 
and ’/a cup cracker crumbs and 
fry in 3 tablespoons butter to a 
golden brown. Place a layer of 
crumbs in buttered casserole. Ar-, 
range a single layer of oysters over 
crumbs and sprinkle with one-half 
of the Ketchup mixture. Repeat 
each layer and top with remaining 
crumbs mixed with 14 cup grated 
American cheese. Bake in a hot 
oven (400’ F.) 25 minutes. When 
preparing a larger proportion, use 
additional casseroles or a large 
baking pan so there are only two 
layers of oysters.
Oysters Scalloped—Have 1 qt. 
oysters, 1 small can Cream of 
Mushroom Soup and 1'4 cups fine 
cracker crumbs. Drain oysters 
well reserving % cup of the oyster 
liquor. Roll oysters in cracker 
crumbs and fry in shallow fat until 
browned on both sides. Salt light­
ly. Combine Soup, oyster liquor 
and % cup of the cracker crumbs. 
Arrange the oysters in a casserole 
in three layers, covering .each layer
Rt JO8E?HINt OIB3ON 
Director. Hc:r.i Pood Inrtllute
Oysters in Blankets—Have 114 
dozen large oysters. Roll each 
oyster in a slice of bacon and fasten 
with a thin layer of the Soup mix- j with toothpicks. Fry in hot skillet 
ture. Sprinkle top with remaining ; in buttR- until a’ golden brown, 
cracker crumbs which have been Moke a sauce of cup water, '4 
browned in pan oysters were fried teaspoon Worcestershire Sauce and 
in. Bake in moderate oven (350’ F.) 13 tablespoons Chili Sauce, and pour 
for 30 minutes. I over thc oysters. Bake in a moder-
Creamed Oysters and Mushrooms ate oven (375’ F.) for 20 minutes, 
—Melt 3 tablespoons butter in top turning the oysters once during the 
of double boiler, add 4 tablespoons baking. Serve very hot on buttered 
flour and *4 teaspoon paprika and 1 toast and pour over them some of 
blend. Add 1 medium can Cream the liquid that remains in the pan.
of Mushroom Soup and stir until 
smooth and thick. Cook 1 pint 
oysters in their own liquor until
Oyster Cocktail—Allow six oys­
ters to each person. Serve on half 
shells if desired. These should be
the edges curl; then add. with 4 , arranged on cracked ice in a deep 
sliced hard cooked eggs, to the plate (a soup plate may be used),
Soup mixture. Heat well and serve 
in patty shells or on toast.
Oyster Sandwiches—Combine 2 
en eggs,
teaspoon Worcester­
shire Sauce. Dip 1 pint oysters in 
egg and then in btxad crumbs. Fry 
in butter until golden brown. Place 
3 or 4 fried oysters between slices 
of buttered whole wheat bread or 
hard rolls and sprinkle with Chili 
Sauce or Tomato Ketchup.
or mix oysters with cocktail sauce 
and serve in stemmed glasses.
Cocktail Sauce—Combine I cup 
Tomato Ketchup, 3 tablespoons 
Chili Sauce, 2 tablespoons Pure 
Vinegar, 2 tablespoons Evaporated 
Horseradish (soaked for 10 min­
utes in 2 tablespoons cold water), 
few drops Pepper Sauce, dash of 
pepper and 14 to 1 teaspoon salt 
and mix thoroughly. This makes 
about 1 *4 cups of the sauce.
ming two fingers very badly.
Leroy D. Perry was elected com­
mander of Anderson Camp. S. of V.
Dr. H. L. Richards was elected wor­
shipful master of Rockland Lodge 
FAM. James A. Richan was elect­
ed worshipful master of Aurora Lodge.
Charles F. Johnson was nominated 
for U. 8. Senator by the Democratic 
legislative caucus, receiving 67 votes. 
Obadiah Gardner had 21.
Scallop boats with open mufflers 
exercising in the small hours of the 
morning were being complained 
about.
Rev. and Mrs. W J Day entertained 
many callers on their silver wedding 
anniversary.
• • • •
The marriages for this period were:
Rockland. Dec 24, Joseph W Ger- 
rish and Jennie Davis.
Warrenton, Dec. 31. Joseph M. 
Baldrigc of Omaha and Mabel D 
Wolfe of Pomfret, Conn.
Tenant’s Harbor. Dec. 31. Albion j 
K Meservey and Catharine Thomp­
son. 1
Tenant’s Harbor, Jan. 2, Oscar D 
Stanley and Ethel Wilson.
Thomaston. Jan. 2. Charles D. Car- 
roll and Mrs. Lizzie May Metcalf, both 
of Warren.
St George, Jan. 2, James IW. War­
ren of South Thomaston and Carrie 
O Rackliffe of St. George
Apalachicola. Fla., Dec 25, Henry F
MICKIE SAYS—
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WHO SELLS th’ MOST GOODST 
TH' FELLER WHO STAMPS 
'ROUMO MUM LIKE A CLAM, 
OR. TH' HUSTLER. WHO CALLS 
ATTEMTIOU TO WHAT HE'S 
GOT to sell AMO MAKES 
A GOOP SELUMG TALK* 
HUSTLERS ALU/AVS 
ADVERTISE •
the late 80's. Once in a while the i 
teacher had a "General Recess” when ! 
j the boys and girls went out together] 
but "General Recess was in thc na- ] 
, ture of "a lilxury rather than a , 
i necessity."
If this article doesn’t reach thc I 
! wastebasket more about schools will; 
follow later.
Clara S. Overlock
Washington, Jan. 18
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Nutritionists have solved one of 
the mysteries of Old Mexico. The 
peon had no vitamin A, they thought, 
until it was discovered in his much 
loved chili powder. Chill peppers con­
tain two or three times as much vita­
min A as a good grade of butter. 
Most other peppers are also good 
sources of vitamin A.
January Is thc month to save on 
fine, personal printed stationery. 
The Courier-Gazette is offering dur­
ing January RYTEX DECKLE EDGE 
VELLUM stationery in DOUBLE the 
usual quantity (100 sheets and 100 
envelopes)—with your Name and Ad­
dress or Monogram tor $1.00 a box 
See samples and place your order at 
once for one or more boxes of this 
beautiful Deckle Edge printed paper.
adv, a
Solar Reservoir
While atoms from within make 
earth's core hotter, the sun beut4 
down from without, pouring energy 
into the trees, which capture and 
store more solar radiation every 
year than is released by all Hie 
coal mined. Dr. Hardy L. Shirley, of 
the Lake Slates Forest Experiment 
slation, St. Paul, presented tignres 
in show an advantage in favor of 
the forests of some two and one- 
hnlf times the score of coal. There 
are approximately 670.hOO.non acres 
of forest in the United States. The 
total forest-captured energy equiva­
lent becomes 1.403,0110,000 tons of 
coal, or two and one-half times 
as notch coal as was mined in the 
United States in 1030. Yet only a 
trifle more thau one-third of 1 per 
cent of all solar energy reaching the 
forests during thc growing season 
Is converted Into wood.—Literary 
Digest.
Much Sediment in Yangtze River
Observations made at Hankow, 
600 miles from the mouth of the 
Yangtze river, China, show that 
5.000,000,000 cubic feet of sediment 
are carried paat that point every 
year, to be deposited at the mouth 
of the river. Geologists sav that 
within a few years the rocky Is­
lands which stand in shallow wa­
ter at the mouth of the river will 
be surrounded by rice fields.
British P. O. Telegram*
Most telegrams sent through the 
British post office concern business 
matters; less than 2 per cent carry 
bad news, while 4 per cent are bear- 
eri of good tidings. . 'AkaZ* * z J
OPERATION
»
1. New beauty.
2. New bigger capacity.
3. New faster washing.
4. New EASY Wringer.
5. New simplicity.
IN THIS NEW 1936 MODEL
EASY
WASHER
The biggest value ever offered in the low- 
priced washer field. First — an EASY 
Washer — with all that the name guaran­
tees in long life, freedom from care. Sec­
ond, an assembly of features that con­
tributes to faster washing, less labor—with 
a larger tub. a larger agitator, a more effi­
cient wringer than ever before offered on 
an EASY Washer at the budget-pleasing 
price of only
CONVENIENT TERMS—Poy for your EASY with the 
money now spent on laundry bills or wasted on need­
less replacement of wash-worn fabrics—own the EASY 
in a few months—then buy other conveniences with 
the hundreds of dollars it continues to save yearly.
CENT!
POWt
INE
MPANY
NOW... You can buy your Easy Washer for as little as 98 cents a week
